Operation & Service Manual

Invicta 210 Ethernet

Disclaimer
While every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of this document,
Raven Industries assumes no responsibility for omissions and errors. Nor is any
liability assumed for damages resulting from the use of information contained
herein.
Raven Industries shall not be held responsible or liable for the effects of
atmospheric conditions and sunspot activity on the performance of our products.
Raven Industries cannot guarantee the accuracy, integrity, continuity, or
availability of the GPS signal from the U.S. Department of Defense/NAVSTAR
GPS satellites, the OmniSTAR correction service or the WAAS correction
service.
Raven Industries accepts no responsibility for the use of the signal for other than
the stated purpose. Raven Industries shall not be responsible or liable for
incidental or consequential damages or a loss of anticipated benefits or profits,
work stoppage or loss or impairment of data arising out of the use, or inability to
use, the SmarTrax or any of its components.

GENERAL REMARKS:
1)

Character positions in screen shots often do not reflect actual displays.

2)

Key symbols (e.g. [  ] should be consistently rendered.

.
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Introduction
Congratulations on selecting the Raven Invicta 210 Ethernet GPS receiver to provide you with highly
accurate and reliable GPS navigation and position solutions. GPS/DGPS receiver performance is
the key to successful yield mapping and monitoring, swathing, and other precision navigation functions. The Invicta 210 Ethernet is designed to meet these needs while operating in the rugged
marine or industrial environment. A front panel software display is available from the Raven website
(http://www.ravenprecision.com) to make configuring and operating the receiver simple.
The Invicta 210 Ethernet receiver is a special version of our normal 210 receiver. In addition to all the
standard Invicta 210 options, the Invicta 210 Ethernet provides the user the ability to interface with the
receiver via a standard Ethernet connection. The basic operation is the same for both models with
only minor differences in the setup and connection options between the Ethernet connection. The
other major difference between the standard 210 and the Invicta 210 Ethernet is that the latter lacks a
physical Front Panel for making setup changes. Instead, it is designed to be configured using either
the Invicta Front Panel Software, the Magnovox Interface Protocol, or the Starlink Interface Protocol.
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Functional Description
The Raven Invicta 210 Ethernet gives the user a choice of differential correction services. A
sophisticated dual channel beacon with superior impulse noise performance provides reliable tracking
of USCG, Canadian, or IALA beacon signals automatically. Satellite differential correction is also
available using WAAS DGPS corrections (Invicta 210). This service can be activated on demand.
The Raven Invicta 210 Ethernet’s 10-channel GPS engine completes the process providing quick and
stable satellite acquisition.
Software is not required to set up the receiver. However, software is provided for control and monitoring and upgrades are available free via the Internet. User will need a Web Browser in order to operate
the web interfaces.
To enhance receiver performance and make installation and use easy, each receiver comes with
Raven’s MBA antenna. The MBA-2 is a GPS patch and DGPS radiobeacon loop antenna (Invicta 210)
integrated into a single unit. Both antennas mount on a standard 1”-14 thread. Thread adapters are
available for adapting to survey poles (5/8” – 11 thread). Magnetic mounts are also available.
Two bi-directional RS-232 serial interface ports are provided to operate numerous peripheral devices.

Radar Out
The Invicta 210 Ethernet uses a sophisticated Doppler effect of the GPS signal to calculate speed.
This information is formatted into a signal identical to those output by radar devices. This “simulated
radar” signal can be used to interface to rate monitoring equipment and variable rate applicators that
normally use radar. To use this feature, you will need a special cable from Raven.
This feature is standard in the Invicta 210 Ethernet receiver to eliminate the need for radar devices.

PPS Out
The receiver may be configured to output one pulse per second (PPS) instead of the radar signal. The
PPS signal is valuable when synchronizing external equipment.
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INSTALLATION
POWER
Connect the antenna before powering the receiver. The Invicta 210 Ethernet is reverse-power protected. A direct path exists between the ground pin of the power connector and the chassis. If power
is reversed with the chassis grounded, a short exists between power and ground and the power wire
could be damaged or even catch fire. This is not a problem unique to the Invicta 210 Ethernet (any
grounded equipment will have the same problem).
Connect the red wire from the supplied power cable to the positive (+) power source and the black
wire to ground (-) or negative (the green and white wires are not used). If an automotive power adapter
is used, verify that the vehicle has a negative ground system before connecting to power. If an AC
adapter is used, connect the adapter to an AC source.
Connect power to the Invicta 210 Ethernet before connecting the receiver chassis to ground during
installation. If power is reversed, the internal self-resetting fuse will open and power will be removed.
If this occurs, disconnect the power connector, wait five seconds, correct the polarity, and reconnect
power. After verifying that power is being supplied properly, it is safe to install the receiver.

RECEIVER
Mount the receiver using the elongated holes in the flange assembly. Tighten the support screws
securely to prevent jarring or bouncing of the receiver.

GPS/BEACON ANTENNA
GPS is a line-of-sight system. This means that in order for the receiver to track the satellites there
must be an unobstructed path. Buildings, trees, machinery, and human bodies are common obstructions.
Items such as electrical motors, generators, alternators, strobe lights, radio transmitters, cellular
phone, microwave dishes, radar, active antennas, etc., all generate electrical and magnetic fields
which can interfere with the GPS, L-Band, or Beacon radio signal. Mount the antenna away from such
potential sources of interference.
The GPS can be detuned by close proximity to other objects. For example, performance could be
degraded if the antenna is located under fiberglass. If the antenna is mounted so that at least a quarter
of an inch gap is made between the antenna and the covering plastic or fiberglass, acceptable performance can be achieved. Metal or other dense materials will completely block the GPS signals.
Raven beacon antennas use magnetic sensing technology. The primary advantage of this technology
is that no electrical grounding is required.
The antenna is sensitive to magnetic fields, so it should be kept away from any wiring. The wiring will
radiate magnetic fields and could interfere with antenna operation. High-tension power lines can also
interfere with antenna operation.
The antenna is relatively insensitive to electric noise generated by alternators or spark plugs, but
these noise sources can still interfere. A common source of interference is DC motors which use
brushes (the fan blower motor in a car, for example). Power inverters which convert DC to 110VAC
often produce considerable interference.
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MOUNTING
The antenna can be erected on a standard (one-inch diameter, 14 threads per inch) marine antenna
mount. Magnetic mounts and threaded survey pole adapters are also available.

NOTE:

Do not tighten the antenna on the marine antenna mount by turning on
the antenna cover. Hold the mounting shaft located at the bottom of
the antenna and tighten by hand. Do not thread the shaft deeper than ¾”.

ANTENNA CABLE
The supplied cable is 15 feet in length. Other cable lengths are also available. Additional cable can be
added as long as the voltage drop across the cable does not exceed 0.5 Volts. This does not normally
present a problem if the cable length is 50 feet or less.

OPERATION
INITIAL STARTUP
Both the internal GPS and Beacon receiver must perform a “Cold Start” the first time the system is
powered up. The GPS receiver will search the sky for satellites and download data necessary for
operation. The beacon receiver will perform an auto scan using both receiver channels until a DGPS
beacon signal is obtained. The cold start will take up to 15 minutes but is only required during the initial
power up.

NORMAL OPERATION
Upon completion of the initial “Cold Start”, the receiver begins to operate in “Normal Mode”. The unit
should be operating in full DGPS mode within a few minutes of power on.
All configuration and beacon frequency data is stored in nonvolatile memory inside the Invicta 210
Ethernet. Configuration changes are made using a terminal program or the remote front panel software “FP3Simulator”.
Be aware of possible satellite obstructions which may interfere with GPS operation. Also be aware of
possible interfering signals to the beacon receiver. For high precision performance, watch the Horizontal Dilution of Precision (HDOP), which is an error estimate, and Beacon Age of Data (AOD). The
HDOP should be 2 or less and the AOD less than 15 seconds.
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LED INDICATORS AND FRONT PANEL CONNECTIONS
On the front of the Invicta 210 Ethernet receiver you will find the following connections:
Power/Data: An 8 pin connector is used to connect to Raven Power/Data interface cable (115-0171361). The cable has connections for 12 volt power and two serial connections called Port “A” and Port
“B”. Alternatively you can use data cable 115-0171-804 if your receiver came with an A/C power supply
(063-0172-502) with an 8 pin connector.

Ethernet Connector: A standard RJ45 Ethernet connector is installed in the front panel for normal
Ethernet connections.
Antenna Connection: Standard Antenna connection designed to work with the supplied Raven Invicta
Antenna.
On the front of the Invicta 210 Ethernet Receiver you will find the following LED indicators:
Red LED (Power): This LED lights to indicate you have power being supplied to the receiver.
Green LED (GPS): The GPS light will flash once for each satellite in view and that is being used for
position calculations. For example if the receiver is using 7 satellites for position calculations the LED
will Flash seven times in sequence and then pause and then repeat.
Yellow LED (Diff/BCN): The LED is on Steady when channel 1 has achieved RTCM-SC104 data
synchronization (Coast Guard Beacon). If the LED flashes 4 times per second the antenna cable is
either shorted or open. Note occasionally the LED will blink off during normal operation. This is
normal and indicates data reception errors. If the LED is blinking off frequently you may have other
problems that need resolved.
Orange LED (Network): The LED is on when a normal Ethernet connection has been made with units
with an RJ45 Ethernet network connection. Note if a serial connection is made via the Port “A” serial
data connection the receiver will turn off the Ethernet connection and the LED will turn off. Serial
connection to Port “B” will have no affect on the Ethernet operations.
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HOME SCREEN
(Recommend using this screen during normal receiver operation. To use this software, user
must connect the receiver via the Port “A” connection found on the Power/Interface cable
(115-0171-361) to a computer with the Invicta Front Panel software installed.)
Return to the Home screen by pressing the [ K ] and [ L ] arrow keys at the same time.

EXAMPLE:

D3X06 H01 BCON06
Status: OK

SETTING

DESCRIPTION

D or ' '

Display s differential mode. D = Differential

0, 2, or 3

Type of position solution. (None, 2 Dimensional, 3 Dimensional)

06

Number of satellites used in position solution.

H01

Horiz ontal Dilution of Precision. (HDOP)

BCON 06
Status

EXAMPLE:

Blank = GPS Only

Current source of differential correc tions with its associated age
of data. BCON = Beacon SAT = Satellite W AAS = W AAS
The second line is reserved for warning messages (OK, Poor SV
Tracking, High AOD, High GDOP, High HDOP, No Diff Corrs, Hgt
Cons trained, No Pos Solution, Antenna Fault).

Contrast Adjust
dn--up

Pressing the [ K ] or [ L ] keys on the Home screen moves display to this screen, pressing [  ]
again returns to Home screen. Press [ K ] and [ L ] arrows to adjust contrast.
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RECEIVER DISPLAY
Displays receiver model, serial number, firmware version, receiver options, and receiver input voltage.
EXAMPLE:

Rcvr RPR 210
#123 f/w: v4.18

Displays receiver model (310,210), serial number, and firmware version.

EXAMPLE:

Rcvr Installed I
Options: none

Pressing [  ] will display all options currently installed (Reference station, Ten Hz, Ag utilities-acreage
calculation, None).
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GPS Display
Displays differential status, satellites being tracked, DOPS, time and date, position, altitude reference,
and speed.

EXAMPLE:

GPS D3x
Sats Trk07 of 09

SETTING

DESCRIPTION

D3x

Current position solution (differentially corrected 3D).

Trk07

Number of satellites used in position solution.

of 09

Number of satellites visible to the receiver.

EXAMPLE:

GPS
P 2.9
DOPS V 1.6

H 1.1
T 1.0

Displays PDOP, HDOP, VDOP, and TDOP.
The term DOP (Dilution of Precision) is an estimation of error caused by the varying geometry of
satellites used in the position solution.

P=Position
H=Horizontal
V=Vertical
T=Time
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EXAMPLE:

GPS 20:21:22
04/08/99
wk1002

GPS time, date, and GPS week. GPS week began January 1, 1980 and resets on August 22, 1999.

EXAMPLE:

N 30 19’23.9622”
W 97 41’52.3710”

Position in degrees, minutes, seconds (displayed as fractions of seconds to 4 places of precision).

EXAMPLE:

GPS Alt.
635ft

(MSL)

Displays Altitude referenced either to Mean Sea Level (MSL) or to GPS Ellipsoid (ELLIP)and expressed
either in feet or meters.

EXAMPLE:

GPS Spd 3.5MPH
COG 276.5 M

Displays speed in MPH, KPH, or knots and course over ground in degrees magnetic or true.
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RTCM DISPLAY
Displays Age of Data, number of corrections per minute, and RTCM-Type 16 messages.

EXAMPLE:

RTCM
AOD: 03
Galveston

Displays the name of the currently selected source of differential corrections and its corresponding
age of data. If source is not in the list of Coast Guard beacons or OmniStar beams, ‘Unknown’ is
reported.

EXAMPLE:

RTCM Auto 100%
ID0030
82cpm

DISPLAY

DESCRIPTION

Auto

Displays differential mode
(Auto Select, B1 only, B2
only, Ext. only, WAAS only,
Sat only, and Off).

100%

Parity pass ratio (PPR). %
of data throughput.

ID0030

Station ID.

82 cpm

Corrections per minute.

EXAMPLE:

NOTE:

Off
B1 only
B2 only
Sat only
Ext only
Auto

WAAS

= No differential
= Beacon 1
= Beacon 2
= Satelite corrections
received (Invicta 310)
= External corrections
received
= Selects Satellite or
Beacon automatically
depending on which
source provides the
greater corrections per
min (cpm).
= Uses WAAS Satellite
Corrections

RTCM type 16 msg
Pending
Display of RTCM type 16 message is not yes implemented
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BEACON DISPLAY
Displays SNR (Signal to Noise Ratio), noise, tracking/scanning, and signal strength.

EXAMPLE:

BCON B1A snr 18.3
B2A snr 3.2

Displays the current mode of each beacon channel and the SNR of signal tracked. An SNR reading
of 8 or more is required to ensure beacon reception.

EXAMPLE:

BCON Impulse
Noise: 0%

Displays impulse noise in the form of % blanking. This is a relative indicator of the quality of the signal
being received. The lower the number, the less the interference.

EXAMPLE:

BCON B1 Tracking
289.0kHz @100bps

Status of beacon channel 1 (Tracking or Scanning), which frequency and bit rate are being received.

EXAMPLE:

BCON B1 Signal
Level 38 snr 18.3

Displays beacon channel 1 signal level in dB microvolts and SNR in dB. Signal strength will vary
between 20 and 80. An SNR reading of 8 or more is required to ensure beacon reception.
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EXAMPLE:

BCON B2 Scanning
294.5kHz @200bps

Status of beacon channel 2 (Tracking or Scanning), which frequency and bit rate are being received.

EXAMPLE:

BCON B2 Signal
Level 20 snr 3.2

Displays beacon channel 2 signal level in dB microvolts and SNR in dB. Signal strength will vary
between 20 and 80. An SNR reading of 8 or more is required to ensure beacon reception.

WAAS DISPLAY
EXAMPLE:

WAAS #122 snr 12
Elv 31 Azi 118

Displays WAAS PRN #, SNR (signal to noise ratio), ELV (elevation in degrees), and Azi (azimuth in
degrees East of North).
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UTILITY OPTIONS
EXAMPLE:

EXAMPLE:

Utility
Options

AREA Units: sq.m
ACRES hectares

Press [] to select units displayed in Acreage Calculation. The selected units are displayed in all
capital letters.

EXAMPLE:

Area A mark 0 0
0000.00 acres

Acreage calculation. Press [] to highlight ‘A’ and use [K] and [L] to choose an area (A-E). Press
[J] to view a previously calculated area or press [] to select an area and begin marking boundary
points. The ‘mark’ field ‘00’ will be blinking in the display. Press [] to mark a point (as many as 99).
Press [J] to end the calculation and save its value.
EXAMPLE:
Area A

A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6

=
=
=
=
=
=

Points 1, 2, 3 = 1st area calculated
Points 1, 3, 4 = 2nd area calculated
Points 1, 4, 5 = 3rd area calculated
Points 1, 5, 6 = 4th area calculated
Points 1, 6, 7 = 5th area calculated
Points 1, 7, 8 = 6th area calculated

(99 Points possible) Sum = total acreage calculation for Area A
Repeat procedure for Area B, C, D etc.
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REMOTE LCD

EXAMPLE:

Remote LCD
“Port B Disabled”

Press [] to configure Port B for use with a remote front panel. Port B is set to 38400 baud. All NMEA
and RTCM output is disabled.

RADAR OUTPUT MODE

EXAMPLE:

Radar Output Mode
Spd. Dependent

Press [I] to select the Radar Output operating mode.
Radar Output Operating Mode
Spd. Dependent
Constant Freq.
OFF

EXAMPLE:

Description
Radar output frequency depends on speed. The faster the
antenna moves, the higher the output frequency.
The receiver outputs a constant frequency set by the user.
No output on the radar pin.

Radar Frequency
045.00000 Hz/mph

Press [I] to change the Radar Frequency. The leftmost digit of the frequency will begin to blink. Use
the [K] and [L] arrow keys to change the digit, then use the [J] key to select the next digit. Press the
enter key [I] when frequency entry is complete.
Radar Output Operating Mode

Spd. Dependent

Description
Example: 045.00000 Hz/mph
Every mile per hour of speed translates to 45 Hz output on
the radar pin. So in this example, 10 mph = 450 Hz.
Default is 45 Hz/mph.
Example: 001.00000 Hz

Constant Freq.
OFF

Default is 0 Hz.
000.00000 OFF
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EXAMPLE:

MinSpd: 02 GSO:08
Hold Time: 0005s

Press [I] to begin data entry. The MinSpd value field will begin to blink. The [J] key may be used to
move the GSO and Hold Time value fields. When the desired field has been selected, use the [K] and
[L] arrow keys to change the value, then press the enter key [] when entry is complete.
Radar Output Operating Mode
MinSpd (Minimum Speed Cutoff)

GSO (Ground Speed Override

Hold Time

Description
This sets the minimum speed (in mph) below which radar
output shuts off.
This sets the speed (in mph) below which the radar output is
fixed.
For example, if GSO is set to 5, then at speeds below 5 mph,
radar output is fixed at 5 mph times the radar frequency (so
at 45 Hz/mph, radar output is 225 Hz).
This sets the number of seconds the receiver will continue to
use the last valid radar output in the event that navigation is
lost.

For example, with MinSpd set to 2 mph, GSO set to 8 mph, and Hold Time set to 5 seconds:




Radar output will begin when the reveiver’s speed reaches 2 mph (MinSpd).
Radar output frequency will be as if the receiver’s speed were 8 mph (GSO) until the receiver’s
speed exceeds 8 mph, at which time the radar output will correspond directly to the receiver’s
speed.
If the receiver loses navigation while its speed is (for example) 10 mph, the radar frequency
corresponding to 10 mph will continue to be output for 5 seconds (Hold Time). If normal
navigation has not resumed within 5 seconds, the radar output will shut off until navigation
does resume.

RECEIVER CONFIGURATION MENU
Use the enter key [] to highlight desired selection, the value will blink. Use the [K] and [L] arrow keys
to change the value and the enter key [] when complete.
EXAMPLE:

Rcvr Config Menu
Press v to enter

Press the [] arrow key to enter.
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EXAMPLE:

Power Up Config:
RAVEN Standard

Use the enter key [] to highlight desired selection, the value will blink. Use the [K] and [L] arrow keys
to change the value and the enter key [] when complete.
A V AI L AB L E O P T IO NS DES C RIP T IO N
P ort A : 19200 b aud, G G A , V TG , G S A , ZD A at 1Hz
P ort B : 19200 b aud, G G A , V TG at 10Hz
R A V E N S tandard
E levation m as k is 5 and A O D lim it is 300s
DG P S M ode is B 1 unles s W A A S is being us ed.
P ort A : 9600 ba ud, G G A , V TG , G S A , ZD A at 1Hz
P ort B : 4800 ba ud, G G A , V TG , G S A , ZD A at 1Hz
Con fig 4
E levation m as k is 5 and A O D lim it is 300s
DG P S M ode is B 1 unles s W A A S is being us ed.
P ort A : 19200 b aud, G G A , V TG at 10Hz
P ort B : 9600 ba ud, G G A , V TG at 10Hz
Con fig 3
E levation m as k is 5 and A O D lim it is 300s
DG P S M ode is B 1 unles s W A A S is being us ed.
P ort A : 9600 ba ud, G G A at 10Hz
P ort B : 9600 ba ud, G G A at 10Hz
Con fig 2
E levation m as k is 5 and A O D lim it is 300s
DG P S M ode is B 1 unles s W A A S is being us ed.
P ort A : 9600 ba ud, G G A at 1Hz
P ort B : 9600 ba ud, G G A at 1Hz
Con fig 1
E levation m as k is 5 and A O D lim it is 300s
DG P S M ode is B 1 unles s W A A S is being us ed.
U s er Defined

S ee following C onfiguration m en us .

When options other than “User Defined” are selected, all of the following configuration menus will be
inaccessible. In order to access the additional configuration menus, the user must select the “User
Defined” option.
If any receiver configuration settings are changed via serial communication with a personal computer,
the Instant Config selection will revert automatically to “User Defined”.
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GPS CONFIGURATION MENU
EXAMPLE:

GPS Config Menu
press v to enter

Press the [L] arrow key to enter.

EXAMPLE:

Masks: elev 08
PDOP 20 HDOP 04

Press [I] to begin data entry. The “elev” value field will begin to blink. The [J] key may be used to
move to the PDOP (Position Dilution of Precision) and HDOP (Horizontal Dilution of Precision) value
fields. When the desired field has been selected, use the [K] and [L] arrow keys to change the value,
then press the enter key [] when entry is complete.
NOTE: The elevation mask angle should always be set to 5 degrees or more. The PDOP and HDOP
settings are user-preference.

EXAMPLE:

Units: Spd: mph
Alt: feet MSL

Press [I] to begin data entry. The “Spd” units field will begin to blink. The [J] key may be used to
move the Alt (altitude units) and Altitude reference fields. When the desired field has been selected,
use the [K] and [L] arrow keys to change the value, then press the enter key [] when entry is complete.
Units
Spd
Alt

EXAMPLE:

Description
Speed units: mph (miles per hour) kph (kilometers per hour), or knots
Altitude units: feet or meters
Altitude reference: MSL (mean seal level, or geoid) or GPS ellipsoid

Lat/Lon Formats:
Ddd mm ss.ssss

Use the enter key [] to select ddd mm ss.ssss (degrees, minutes, seconds, and fractions of seconds) or ddd mm.mmmmm (degrees, minutes, and fractions of minutes).
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Optimization
Normal
Optimization: The user can optimize the receiver’s performance for specific applications by changing
the code-carrier combining filter time constant, or CCT.
O p tim iz a ti o n (C C T ) S e le ctio n De scrip ti o n
"A bs olute" ac c urac y determ ines the overall unc ertainty of a
pos ition m eas urem ent. The rec eiver's c ode-c arrier filter is
adjus ted to provide its bes t es t im ate of the antenna's ac tual
A bs olute (1-s ec ond filter)
pos ition.
S elec t "A bs olut e" w hen prec is e pos itioning is des ired (for
ex am ple, ex ac t loc ation for s hip pilot s ).

Norm al (500-s ec ond filter)

"N orm al" ac c urac y adjus ts the rec eiver's filter s uc h that it
plac es m ore c onfidenc e in the ac tual pos ition and will
determ ine its c onfidenc e in th e nex t m eas urem ent ac c ordingly .
S elec t "N orm al" for s t andard operation. This is the fac tory
default and is rec om m ended for m os t applic ations .

Relative (999-s ec ond filter)

"R elative" ac c urac y adjus ts the rec eiver's filt er s uc h that it
plac es m ore c onfidenc e in the las t good m eas urem ent and will
determ ine its c onfidenc e in th e nex t m eas urem ent ac c ordingly .
S elec t "R elat ive" w hen s w athing, as it inc reas es ac c urac y from
s wat h to s w ath.

Press [I] to begin data entry. The current optimization setting will begin to blink. Use the [K] and [L]
arrow keys to change the setting, then press the enter key [] when entry is complete.

NEW DISPLAY INFORMATION:
EXAMPLE:

Automask:
07 Highest Sats.

Automask sets the maximum number of satellites to be used in position solution.
Press [] to change the number of satellites. Use the [K] and [L] arrow key to change the digit. Press
enter key [] to complete data entry.
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EXAMPLE:

MODE ADJUSTMENT
GGA ID: 8

This screen can be used to enter a value for a receiver mode in GGA message output. When the
receiver is not running normally, “8” will appear at the receiver’s mode in the GGA message output. 8
is the degault value.

EXAMPLE:

MODE ADJ. FLAGS
(8..1)
00000000

This screen is used by software engineers for internal use only. Do NOT change the default setting
00000000.
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RTCM CONFIG MENU
EXAMPLE:

RTCM Config Menu
Press v to enter

Press the [L] arrow key to enter.

EXAMPLE:

DGPS Mode:
Sat only

DGPS Mode selects the type of differential corrections to be applied.
DGPS Selection
OFF
WAAS only
Sat only
Ext only
B2
B1
Auto Select

Description
Do not use differential corrections.
Use WAAS corrections.
Use Omnistar satellite corrections (Invicta 310 only).
Use externally-supplied corrections (via serial Port A or B).
Use Beacon 2.
Use Beacon 1.
Use differential correction source that supplies the most
corrections per minute (cpm).

Set DGPS by pressing the enter key []. Use [K] and [L] arrow keys to select option. Press enter key
[] when done.

EXAMPLE:

Age of DGPS
Limit: 300s

Set Age of Data limit by pressing the enter key []. Use [K] and [L] arrow keys to change the limit.
Press enter key [] when done.
AOD (age of data) sets the maximum age of DGPS corrections acceptable by the receiver before
reverting to a non-differential solution (differential corrections are usable for some time after their
broadcast). This allows the user to decide how long to stretch old measurements in the event that the
differential correction source is lost or degraded.
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BEACON CONFIGURATION MENU
EXAMPLE:

BCON Config Menu
press v to enter

Press the [L] arrow key to enter.

EXAMPLE:

B1 Mode: Auto
301.0kHz @200bps

Set Channel 1 Beacon mode.
Press the enter key [] to begin data entry. The current Channel 1 Beacon mode setting will begin to
blink. If “Fixed” mode is selected, the [J] key may be used to move to the frequency and baud rate
fields. Use the [K] and [L] arrow keys to change the mode (or frequency and baud rate in “Fixed”
mode), then press the enter key [] when entry is complete.
Beacon Mode

Description
The receiver automatically sets the frequency and baud
rate of the Beacon channel.
The user can set the frequency and baud rate of the
Beacon channel.

Auto

Fixed
Available baud rate settings are: 25bps, 50bps, 100bps,
200bps, or "auto".
The receiver is not tracking the Beacon channel.

Idle

EXAMPLE:

B2 Mode: Auto
307.0kHz @ 100bps

Channel 2 Beacon Mode.
Mode selection and data entry for Channel 2 Beacon Mode are done in the same manner as for
Channel 1 Beacon Mode.
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EXAMPLE:

BCON Scan Config
US Only

Press the enter key [] to toggle between US Only and International.
BCON Scan Mode
US Only (default)
International

Description
The Beacon channels tune in 1 kHz steps.
The Beacon channels tune in half kHz (0.5 KHz) steps.

Note 1: Half kHz steps are not used in the US, so the default setting speeds up the search for valid
beacons.
Note 2: The screen will display “Custom” if the user has altered the beacon directory manually via
serial commands.

WAAS CONFIGURATION MENU
EXAMPLE:

WAAS Config Menu
press v to enter

Press the down arrow key [L] to enter.

EXAMPLE:

WAAS - Enabled
(BCON Disabled)

Use enter key [] to toggle between the following selections:
WAAS - Enabled (BCON Disabled)
WAAS - Disabled (BCON Enabled)

EXAMPLE:

WAAS #122 snr 12
Elv 31 Azi 118

This screen selects the WAAS satellite to use for WAAS differential corrections in your area.
Use the enter key [] to begin entry. The current selection will begin to blink. Use the up [K] and down
[L] arrow keys to select a different WAAS satellite. Press the enter key [] when complete.
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OUTPUT CONFIGURATION MENU
EXAMPLE:

Output Config
press v to enter

Press the [L] arrow key to enter.

EXAMPLE:

Port A Baud Rate
9600 bps

Select Baud Rate for Port A. Press the enter key [] to begin entry. Press the [K] and [L] arrow keys
to select the new baud rate, then press the enter key [] when complete.

EXAMPLE:

Port A MsgOutput
press J edit/exit

Msg: ALM
Interval: 0.0sec

Used to select output message types and reporting intervals for Port A. Press the [K] and [L] arrow
keys to select MSG type, press the enter key [] to highlight selection, press [K] and [L] arrow keys to
set interval, press the enter key [] when complete.
Note: An interval of 0.0 sec disables output of the selected message on Port A.

EXAMPLE:

Port B Baud Rate
9600 bps

Select Baud Rate for Port B. Press the enter key [] to highlight option, the [K] and [L] arrow keys to
select option, and press the enter [] key when complete.
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EXAMPLE:

Port B MsgOutput
press J edit/exit

Msg: ALM
Interval: 0.0sec

Used to select output message types and reporting intervals for Port B. Press the [K] and [L] arrow
keys to select MSG type, press the enter key [] to highlight selection, press the [K] and [L] arrow keys
to set interval, and press the enter key [] when complete.
Note: An interval of 0.0 sec disables output of the selected message on Port B.

EXAMPLE:

Fwd B out A ? NO
Fwd A out B ? NO

Fwd B out A - If yes, serial messages received on port B are forwarded out port A.
Fwd A out B - If yes, serial messages received on port A are forwarded out port B.
Use the enter key [] to highlight desired selection, the value will blink. Use the [K] up and [L] down
arrow keys to change the value selections and enter key [] when complete.
Press the [L] down arrow key to enter.
Add time tag to forwarded messages.

EXAMPLE:

Add Time Tag to
Fwded Msgs? NO

Add Time Tag to Fwded Msgs - adds time stamp (GPS or UTC, depending on configuration of receiver) to messages that are forwarded (from Port A to Port B or vice versa). This allows the user to
see at what time the messages were received and forwarded.
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TROUBLESHOOTING
*Make certain the antenna is mounted so that it has a clear view of the sky and is as far away from
electrical noise sources as possible.

Attempt to isolate all problems as either:
·
·
·
·
·

Receiver
Antenna (including cables)
Power
Transmitting Site
Serial Communications
a.
Receiver
b.
Peripheral device

CHECKING THE INSTALLATION
Monitor the effects on the beacon and GPS receiver performance as each device on the vehicle is
powered on. If the receiver stops operating properly when a device is powered on, that device is
causing interference and the antenna location may need to change. For example, if running the
engine causes interference, then ignition noise or alternator noise is interfering with signal reception.
Move the antenna further away from the engine.

Receiver -

Normally only 5 GPS satellites are required for good accuracy. View the Front
Panel Display Home Screen and check the number of satellites being tracked.
Also look for the “D” indicating a differentially corrected position.

Antenna -

Check connections between the antenna and receiver. Verify the connectors
and cable are in good condition. An ohmmeter can be used to determine if the
antenna cable is open or shorted.

Power -

Red power LED on while power is applied.

Transmitting -

If the receiver is operating in Beacon Mode, you may be out of range of a beacon, or the beacon may be off air. Beacon status information is available on the
Internet at www.navcen.uscg.mil. If the receiver is operating in WAAS mode,
make sure the proper PRN is selected (e.g., - WAAS #122). WAAS status
information is available on the Internet at:
http;//www.waasperformance.raytheon.com/sis/sis.html

Serial Coms -

Using GPS Mon software, check for proper communication settings, baud
rate, and com port number. Make sure the cable used, if not provided by
Raven, is wired correctly. See section entitled “Rear Panel Serial Interface”.
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CONFIGURATION
Rear Panel Serial Interfaces
The Invicta 210 Ethernet has two bidirectional RS232 serial interfaces. Each port is assigned two
bidirectional RS232 serial interfaces and power on the round 8 pin connector.

8 Pin Pwr/Data
Pin

Signal Name

1

TXA

2

RXA

3

GND

4

RADAR/PPS

5

TXB

6

+12V

7

+12V Return

8

RXB
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GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS)
GPS is a satellite-based global navigation system created and operated by the United States Department of Defense (DOD). Originally intended solely to enhance military defense capabilities,
GPS capabilities have expanded to provide highly accurate position and timing information for many
civilian applications.
An in-depth study of GPS is required to fully understand it, but not to see how it works or appreciate
what it can do. Simply stated, twenty-four satellites in six orbital paths circle the earth twice each
day at an inclination angle of approximately 55 degrees to the equator. This constellation of satellites
continuously transmit coded positional and timing information at high frequencies in the 1500 Megahertz range. GPS receivers with antennas located in a position to clearly view the satellites pick up
these signals and use the coded information to calculate a position in an earth coordinate system.
GPS is the navigation system of choice for today and many years to come. While GPS is clearly the
most accurate worldwide all-weather navigation system yet developed, it still can exhibit significant
errors. GPS receivers determine position by calculating the time it take for the radio signals transmitted from each satellite to reach earth. It’s that old “Distance = Rate x Time” equation. Radio
waves travel at the speed of light (Rate). Time is determined using an ingenious code matching
technique within the GPS receiver. With time determined, and the fact that the satellite’s position is
reported in each coded navigation message, by using a little trigonometry the receiver can determine its location on earth.
Position accuracy depends on the receiver’s ability to accurately calculate the time it takes for each
satellite signal to travel to earth. This is where the problem lies. There are primarily four sources of
errors which can affect the receiver’s calculation. These errors consist of:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Ionospheric and tropospheric delays on the radio signal.
Signal multi-path.
Receiver clock biases.
Orbital satellite (ephemeris) position errors.
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DIFFERENTIAL GPS (DGPS) BEACON
DGPS works by placing a high-performance GPS receiver (reference station) at a known location.
Since the exact location of the receiver is known, it can determine the errors in the satellite signals.
This is done by measuring the ranges to each satellite using the signals received and comparing
these measured ranges to the actual ranges calculated from its known position. The difference between the measured and calculated range is the total error. The error data for each tracked satellite is
formatted into a correction message and transmitted to GPS users. The correction message format
follows the standard established by the Radio Technical Commission for Maritime Services, Special
Committee 104 (RTCM SC-104) These differential corrections are then applied to the GPS calculations, thus removing most of the satellite signal error and improving accuracy. The level of accuracy
obtained is a function of the GPS receiver. Sophisticated receivers like the Raven Invicta 210 Ethernet
can achieve accuracy on the order of 1 meter or less.

DIFFERENTIAL GPS BROADCAST SITE

GPS Satellites

RTCM-SC104 Corrections

Reference Station

Coupler
DGPS Radiobeacon Antenna
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DIFFERENTIAL GPS (DGPS) WAAS
WAAS is based on a network of approximately 25 ground reference stations that cover a very large
service area. Signals from GPS satellites are received by wide area ground reference stations and
used to generate DGPS corrections.

DIFFERENTIAL GPS BROADCAST SITE
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NMEA MESSAGES
The Invicta 210 Ethernet receiver can be used to communicate with other electronic devices including Raven’s Guidance Lightbar. A communication protocol (set of rules) known as the NMEA-0183
standard has been established by the National Marine Electronics Association. The NMEA-0183
standard contains numerous message formats such as the ones described below which the Invicta
210 Ethernet receiver uses to communicate with other devices.

INVICTA 210 ETHERNET NMEA MESSAGES
ALM

GPS Almanac Data

DTM

Datum Reference

GGA

Global Positioning System Fix Data

GLL

Geographic Position

GRS

GPS Range Residuals

GSA

GPS Dillution of Precision (DOP) and Active Satellites

GST

GPS Pseudorange Noise Statistics

GSV

GPS Satellites in View

MSK

MSK Receiver Interface

MSS

MSK Signal Status

RMC

Recommended Minimum Specific GPS/Transit Data

VTG

Course Over Ground and Ground Speed

ZDA

Time and Date

Raven Proprietary NMEA Messages
SLIB1S

Beacon Receiver Channel 1 Status

SLIB2S

Beacon Receiver Channel 2 Status

SLIDIF

DGPS Status Information

SLIE1S

External RTCM Channel 1 Status

SLIRTC

RTCM Message Data Received

SLISDA

Satellite Age of Data

SLISOL

Position Solution

SLIWRN

Receiver Warning Message
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SAMPLE GGA MESSAGE STRUCTURE
The following example of the GGA message shows the format typical of NMEA messages.

$GPGGA,171741,3019.3909,N,09741.8629,W,2,08,00.9,+00180,M,x.x,M,003,0800*78
Field 1
Field 2
Field 3

Type of Message
Message Source (GPS)

Field 4
Field 5
Field 6
Field 7
Field 8
Field 9
Field 10
Field 11
Field 12
Field 13

Message Flag

Field Description

Field Description

$

Message Flag

6

Horizontal Dilution of Precision

GP

Message Source (GPS)

7

Antenna Altitude Ref: Mean Sea
Level (geoid)

GGA

Type of Message

8

Units of Antenna Altitude
(meters in example)

1

Universal time coordinate (UTC)
of Position

9

Geoidal Separation

2

Latitude, North or South

10

Units of Geoidal Separation
(meters in example)

3

Longitude, East or West

11

Age of Differential Data, seconds

4

GPS Quality Indicator (mode)

12

Reference Station ID

5

Number of Satellites in Use

13

Checksum
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Ethernet Module Configuration
Configuring the IP address.
The RPR 210 Ethernet receiver comes configured to obtain an IP address automatically via
DHCP.
Do the following to configure your receiver with a static IP address.
Connect your receiver to your network or use a crossover cable to connect it directly to your
computer. Open the Raven Device Discovery Tool (Finder.exe). The discovery tool should detect
and display your device after a few seconds.

Select “Configure IP Settings” and enter the setting for your network environment. Enter the
default password of “dbps” and select Apply. The device should re-boot with the new settings.
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SAMPLE GGA MESSAGE STRUCTURE
The following example of the GGA message shows the format typical of NMEA messages.

$GPGGA,171741,3019.3909,N,09741.8629,W,2,08,00.9,+00180,M,x.x,M,003,0800*78
Field 1
Field 2
Field 3

Type of Message
Message Source (GPS)

Field 4
Field 5
Field 6
Field 7
Field 8
Field 9
Field 10
Field 11
Field 12
Field 13

Message Flag

Field Description

Field Description

$

Message Flag

6

Horizontal Dilution of Precision

GP

Message Source (GPS)

7

Antenna Altitude Ref: Mean Sea
Level (geoid)

GGA

Type of Message

8

Units of Antenna Altitude
(meters in example)

1

Universal time coordinate (UTC)
of Position

9

Geoidal Separation

2

Latitude, North or South

10

Units of Geoidal Separation
(meters in example)

3

Longitude, East or West

11

Age of Differential Data, seconds

4

GPS Quality Indicator (mode)

12

Reference Station ID

5

Number of Satellites in Use

13

Checksum
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Device Web Page Access
In order to access web pages the user must login in. The default factory username/password is:
Username: root
Password: dbps
The default password is case sensitive.

Device Web Page Configuration
The Home Page
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Device Web Page Configuration
The Home Page

The Home page of the default web interface displays the following:
· On the left is a menu of choices that display pages for configuration, management, and
administration tasks, and to log out of the default web interface. This chapter focuses on the
choices under Configuration. Clicking Logout logs you out of a configuration and
management session with a RPR 210 Ethernet device. It does not close the browser
window, but takes you to a logout window. To finish logging out of the default web interface
and prevent access by other users, you must close the browser window. Or, you can log
back on to the device by clicking the link on the screen.
· The Getting Started section provides a link to a tutorial on configuration and management of
your RPR 210 Ethernet device.
· The System Summary section notes all available device-description information.
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Configuration Pages
The choices under Configuration in the menu display pages for configuring various features, including:
· Network: For configuring network communications.
· Serial Ports: For configuring serial ports.
· Security: For configuring security features.
· System: For configuring system-identifying information.
Some of the configuration pages organize the configuration settings on different sets of linked screens.
For example, the Network Configuration screen initially displays the IP Settings, and provides links
to the Network Services Settings and Advanced Settings.
Applying and Saving Changes
The default web interface runs locally on the device, which means that the interface always maintains
and displays the latest settings in the device. On each screen, the Apply button is used to save any
changes to the configuration settings to the device.
Canceling Changes
To cancel changes you have made on a configuration change, click the Refresh or Reload button on
the Web browser. This will cause the browser to reload the page. Any changes made since the last
time you clicked the Apply button are reset.
Online Help
Online help is available for all screens of the default web interface, and for common configuration
and administration tasks. If you are new to device configuration, you might also want to review the
tutorial that is available on the Home page.
Configure Network Communications
The Network configuration pages include the following:
· IP Settings: Allow you to change the IP address.
· Network Services: Allow you to enable and disable access to various network services, such
as ADDP, RealPort and Encrypted RealPort, Telnet, HTTP/HTTPS, and other services.
· Advanced Network Settings allow you alter the Ethernet Interface speed and mode, TCP/IP
settings, TCP keepalive settings, or DHCP settings.
Defaults will be:

Static IP Address:
Gateway:
Netmask:

DHCP
DHCP
DHCP
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Altervatives for Configuring Network Communications
There are three ways a device server can be configured on the network.
· Using dynamic settings: All network settings will be assigned automatically by the network,
using a protocol called DHCP. Contact your network administrator to find out if a DHCP
server is available.
· Using static settings: All network settings are set manually and will not change. The IP address
and Subnet Mask are mandatory. The rest are not mandatory, but may be needed for some
functions. Contact your network administrator for the values you need.
· Using Auto-IP: Auto-IP will assign your device an IP address immediately after it is plugged
in. If you are running DHCP or ADDP, the Auto-IP address will be overridden and a network
compatible IP address will be assigned or you can assign the device a static IP address
Additional Considerations
Even if a DHCP server is available, your configuration may work better with static settings. Once set,
static settings will not change, so you and other network devices can always find the device server
by the IP address. With dynamic settings, the DHCP server can change the IP address. This can
happen frequently or infrequently depending on how it has been configured by your network
administrator. When the IP address does change, you and other network devices configured to talk
to it will no longer be able to.
Configure Advanced Network Settings
The Advanced Network Settings are used to further define the network interface, including:
· Whether Auto-IP address assignment is enabled or disabled.
· The Ethernet Interface speed and duplex mode (Auto, Half-Duplex, or Full Duplex).

Configure Serial Ports
Use the Serial Port Configuration page to establish a port profile for the Connect device’s
serial port. The Serial Port Configuration page includes the following information:
· The currently selected port profile for the serial port
· Detailed configuration settings for the serial port, dependent on the port profile
selected
·

Links to Basic Serial Settings and Advanced Serial Settings
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Port Profiles
Port profiles allow you to easily configure serial ports by displaying only those items that are
relevant to the currently selected profile. The port profiles you can select include the following:
· TCP Sockets: Allows a serial device to communicate over a TCP network.
· UDP Sockets: Allows a serial device to communicate using UDP.
If a port profile has already been selected for the RPR 210 Ethernet device the currently selected
port profile is shown at the top of the screen. You can change the port profile to another one, or
keep the profile but adjust individual settings. Everything on the Serial Port Configuration screen
between the Port Profile Settings and the links to the Basic and Advanced Serial Settings is
dependent on the port profile selected. Selecting a port profile displays the relevant information
for your profile.
Selecting and Configuring a Port Profile
1. To configure any profile select Serial Ports.
2. Click the port to be configured.
3. Click Change Profile.
4. Select the appropriate profile and Click Apply.
5. Enter the appropriate parameters for each profile. Refer to the online help for the
configuration screens for more details about settings and values. Click Apply to save the
settings.
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Configure Basic Serial Settings
After you select your port profile, the profile settings will appear. Click the appropriate features for
your environment. The following information is a brief description of the fields within the Basic
Serial Settings. See the online help for detailed information about each setting.
· Description - Specifies an optional character string for the port which can be used to
identify the device connected to the port.
Basic Serial Settings include Baud Rate, Data Bits, Parity, Stop Bits, and Flow Control.
Default basic serial settings are: 19200, 8, No parity, 1 stop bit, and No Flow Control.

Configure Security Features
The Security page allows you to change your password from the default password. To increase
security for your device, change the password. To further secure your RPR 210 Ethernet device,
you might want to disable those network services not necessary to the device, or turn off any nonsecure network services, such as Telnet.
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Configure System Settings
Configuring system settings is done on the System Configuration page. On this page, you can:
· Configure device description information, including the device name, contact, and location.

Configure Device Description Information
A device description is a system description of the device’s name, contact, and location. This
device description can be useful for identifying a specific device when you are working with a large
number of devices in multiple locations.
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Ethernet Module Monitoring Capabilities
Following is an overview of the monitoring capabilities from the web interface.

View System Information
The System Information page, organized under Administration on the web interface home page,
displays information about your RPR 210 Ethernet device. It is typically used by technical support to
troubleshoot problems. The System Information page includes:
· General system information
· GPIO pin information, including the current state of GPIO pins
· Serial port information
· Network statistics

General System Information
The General page displays the following information about a RPR 210 Ethernet device, which can
be useful in device monitoring and troubleshooting.
Model
The model of the RPR 210 Ethernet device.
MAC Address
A unique network identifier. All network devices are required to have their own unique MAC
address. The MAC address is on a sticker on your RPR 210 Ethernet device. The number is
displayed as 12 hexadecimal digits, usually starting with 00:40:9D.
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Firmware Version
The current firmware version. This information may be used to help locate and download new
firmware.
CPU Utilization
The amount of CPU resources being used by the RPR 210 Ethernet device.
Up Time
The amount of time the RPR 210 Ethernet device has been running since it was last powered on
or rebooted.
Total/Used/Free Memory
The amount of memory (RAM) available, currently in use, and currently not being used.
Serial Port Information
The serial port information provides details that may aid in troubleshooting serial communication
problems. Click on a port to view more detailed serial port information.
Configuration
The Configuration section of serial port information includes the electrical interface (Port Type)
and basic serial settings.
Signals
The serial port signals are green when asserted (on) and gray when not asserted (off). These
signals are defined as follows:
Serial Statistics
The Statistics section of serial port information includes data counters and error tracking that will
help determine the quality of data that is being sent or received. If the error counters are
accumulating, you may have a problem with your device server.
Total Data In
Total number of data bytes received.
Total Data Out
Total number of data bytes transmitted.
Overrun Errors
Number of overrun errors - the next data character arrived before the hardware could move the
previous character.
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Overflow Errors
Number of overflow errors - the receive buffer was full when additional data was received.
Framing Errors
Number of framing errors received - the received data did not have a valid stop bit.
Parity Errors
Number of parity errors - the received data did not have the correct parity setting.
Breaks
Number of break signals received.
Network Statistics
The Network Statistics information is used to view more detailed network statistics that may aid in
troubleshooting network communication problems. The statistics displayed are those gathered
since the tables containing the statistics were last cleared. Descriptions of the network statistics
follow. If any error counter is accumulating at an unexpected rate for that type of counter, you may have a
problem with your RPR 210 Ethernet device.
IP Statistics
Datagrams Received
Datagrams Forwarded
Number of datagrams received or forwarded.
Forwarding
Displays whether forwarding is enabled or disabled.
No Routes
Number of outgoing datagrams for which no route to the destination IP could be found.
Routing Discards
Number of outgoing datagrams which have been discarded.
Default Time-To-Live
Number of routers an IP packet can pass through before being discarded.
TCP Statistics
Segments Received
Segments Sent
Number of segments received or sent.
Active Opens
Number of active opens. In an active open, the device server is initiating a connection request
with a server.
Passive Opens
Number of passive opens. In a passive open, the device server is listening for a connection
request from a client.
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Bad Segments Received
Number of segments received with errors.
Attempt Fails
Number of failed connection attempts.
Segments Retransmitted
Number of segments retransmitted. Segments are retransmitted when the server doesn’t respond
to a packet sent by the client. This is to handle packets that might get lost or discarded
somewhere in the network.
Established Resets
Number of established connections that have been reset.
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UDP Statistics
Datagrams Received
Datagrams Sent
Number of datagrams received or sent.
Bad Datagrams Received
Number of bad datagrams that were received. This number does not include the value contained
by “No Ports.”
No Ports
Number of received datagrams that were discarded because the specified port was invalid.
ICMP Statistics
Messages Received
Number of messages received.
Bad Messages Received
Number of received messages with errors.
Destination Unreachable Messages Received
Number of destination unreachable messages received. A destination unreachable message is
sent to the originator when a datagram fails to reach its intended destination.
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Appendix A: Administration of Ethernet Module
Update Firmware and Boot/POST Code
The following procedures shows how to update the device server’s firmware and/or boot/POST
code from a file on your PC or through TFTP. The recommended method is to download the firmware
to your local hard drive. TFTP is supported for those using UNIX systems. Both the firmware and the
boot/POST code are updated using the same set of steps. The device server will automatically
determine what type of image you are uploading.
Before uploading the firmware or the boot/POST code, it is very important to read the Release Notes
that are supplied with the firmware to check if the boot/POST code must be updated before updating
the firmware.
Prerequisites
These procedures assume that:
· You have already downloaded the firmware file from the Raven web site.
Update Firmware from a File on Your PC
1. Open a web browser and enter the device server’s IP address in the URL window.
2. If security is enabled for the device, a login prompt is displayed. Enter the user name and
password for the device. If you do not know the user name and password, contact the system
administrator who initially set up the device.
3. Click Upgrade Firmware from the main menu.
4. Select Firmware.
5. Click Browse to select the file.
6. Click Update.
Important: DO NOT close your browser until the update is complete and you have
been prompted to reboot.
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Restore Device Configuration to Factory Defaults
There are two ways to restore the device configuration to the factory default settings:
· Restore the configuration from a web browser which will clear all current settings except the
IP address settings and administrator password. This is the best way to reset the configuration
because you can also back up the settings (which provides a means for restoring it after you
have worked through configuration issues).
·
Restore the configuration using the reset button on the device server. Use this method if you
cannot access the device from a web browser.
   Restoring a RPR 210 Ethernet device to its factory default settings will clear all
current configuration settings except the IP address settings and the administrator password.
Any files such as custom-interface files and applet files that were loaded into the device through
the File Management page are retained.
Restore the Configuration from a Browser
1. Open a web browser and enter the device server’s IP address in the URL window.
2. If security is enabled for the device, a login prompt is displayed. Enter the user name and
password for the device. If you do not know the user name and password, contact the system
administrator who initially set up the device.
3. Click Factory Default Settings from the main menu.
4. Click Restore.
Reboot the Device
Some changes require you to save and reboot. Click Reboot and the Reboot button and wait
approximately 1 minute for the reboot to complete.
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Glossary
ADDP
See Advanced Device Discovery Protocol.
Address Resolution Protocol (ARP)
A protocol for mapping an Internet Protocol address (IP address) to a physical machine address
that is recognized in the local network.
Advanced Digi Discovery Protocol (ADDP)
A protocol that runs on any operating system capable of sending multicast IP packets on a
network. ADDP allows the system to identify all ADDP-enabled devices attached to a network by
sending out a multicast packet. The devices respond to the multicast packet and identify
themselves to the client sending the multicast.
ARP
See Address Resolution Protocol.
Auto-Connection
A network connection initiated from a device that is based on timing, serial
activity, or serial modem signals.
Automatic Private IP Addressing (APIPA)
A standard protocol that automatically assigns an IP address from a reserved pool of standard
Auto-IP addresses to the computer on which it is installed. The device is set to obtain its IP
address automatically from a Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) server. But if the
DHCP server is unavailable or nonexistent, Auto-IP will assign the device an IP. If DHCP is
enabled or responds later or you use ADDP, both will override the Auto-IP address previously
assigned. Also referred to as Auto-IP.
Auto-IP
See Automatic Private IP Addressing (APIPA).
CTS
Clear to Send.
DHCP
See Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol.
DSR
Data Set Ready.
DTR
Data Terminal Ready.

Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP)
An Internet protocol for automating the configuration of computers that use TCP/IP. DHCP can be
used to automatically assign IP addresses, to deliver TCP/IP stack configuration parameters such
as the subnet mask and default router, and to provide other configuration information.
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EIA
See Electronics Industry Association.
Electronics Industry Association (EIA) and Electronics Industries Alliance (EIA)
1. The Electronic Industries Association (EIA) comprises individual organizations that
together have agreed on certain data transmission standards such as EIA/TIA-232
(formerly known as RS-232).
2. The Electronics Industries Alliance (EIA) is an alliance of trade organizations that lobby in
the interest of companies engaged in the manufacture of electronics-related products.
Encryption
The conversion of data into a form, called a ciphertext, that cannot be easily understood by
unauthorized people. Decryption is the process of converting encrypted data back into its original
form, so it can be understood. Encryption/decryption is especially important in wireless
communications. This is because wireless circuits are easier to tap than their hard-wired
counterparts.
Factory Defaults
The default configuration values that are set in a device at the factory.
HTTP
See HyperText Transfer Protocol.
HTTPS
See HyperText Transfer Protocol over Secure Socket Layer.
HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP)
An application protocol in the TCP/IP suite that defines the rules for transferring files (text, graphic
images, sound, video, and other multimedia files) on the World Wide Web (WWW).
Hypertext Transfer Protocol over Secure Socket Layer (HTTPS)
A secure message-oriented communications protocol designed for use in conjunction with HTTP.
HTTPS encrypts and decrypts user page requests as well as the pages that are returned by the
Web server. HTTPS uses the Secure Socket Layer (SSL) as a sublayer.
ICMP
See Internet Control Message Protocol.
IGMP
See Internet Group Management Protocol.
Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP)
A message control and error-reporting protocol between a host server and a gateway to the
Internet. ICMP uses Internet Protocol (IP) datagrams, but the messages are processed by the IP
software and are not directly apparent to the application user.
Internet Group Management Protocol (IGMP)
Internet Group Management Protocol (IGMP) provides a way for an Internet computer to report its
multicast group membership to adjacent routers. Multicasting allows one computer on the Internet to
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send content to multiple other computers that have identified themselves as interested in receiving
the originating computer’s content. Multicasting can be used for such applications as updating the
address books of mobile computer users in the field, sending out company newsletters to a distribution
list, and “broadcasting” high-bandwidth programs of streaming media to an audience that has
“tuned in” by setting up a multicast group membership.
I/O
Input/Output.
MAC address
A unique network identifier. All network devices are required to have their own unique MAC address.
The MAC address is on a sticker on your device server. The number is displayed as 12 hexadecimal
digits, usually starting with 00:40:9D.
Management Information Base (MIB)
A formal description of a set of network objects that can be managed using the Simple
Network Management Protocol (SNMP).
MIB
See Management Information Base.
PEAP
See Protected Extensible Authentication Protocol.
POST
See Power-On Self Test.
Power-On Self Test (POST)
When power is turned on, POST (Power-On Self-Test) is the diagnostic testing sequence that a
computer’s basic input/output system (or “starting program”) runs to determine if the computer
keyboard, random access memory, disk drives, and other hardware are working correctly.
If the necessary hardware is detected and found to be operating properly, the computer begins to
boot. If the hardware is not detected or is found not to be operating properly, the BIOS issues an
error message which may be text on the display screen and/or a series of coded beeps, depending
on the nature of the problem.

RTS
Ready to Send.
RXD
Receiving Data.
Secure Sockets Layer (SSL)
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A commonly-used protocol for managing the security of a message transmission on the Internet.
SSL has recently been succeeded by Transport Layer Security (TLS), which is based on SSL.
SSL
See Secure Sockets Layer.
Static IP Address Assignment
The process of assigning a specific IP address to a device. Contrast with assigning a device through
Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP), or Automatic Private IP Addressing (APIPA or AutoIP).
TCP
See Transmission Control Protocol.
Telnet
A user command and an underlying TCP/IP protocol for accessing remote computers. On the Web,
HTTP and FTP protocols allow you to request specific files from remote computers, but not to actually
be logged on as a user of that computer. With Telnet, you log on as a regular user with whatever
privileges you may have been granted to the specific application and data on that computer.
Temporal Key Integrity Protocol (TKIP)
Part of the IEEE 802.11i encryption standard for wireless LANs. TKIP is the next generation of the
Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP), which is used to secure 802.11 wireless LANs. TKIP provides perpacket key mixing, a message integrity check and a re-keying mechanism, and addresses several
design shortcomings of the original WEP.
TLS
See Transport Layer Security.
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)
A set of rules (protocol) used along with the Internet Protocol (IP) to send data in the form of message
units between computers over the Internet. While IP handles the actual delivery of the data, TCP
handles keeping track of the individual units of data (called packets) that a message is divided into
for efficient routing through the Internet. For example, when an HTML file is sent to you from a Web
server, the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) program layer in that server divides the file into one
or more packets, numbers the packets, and then forwards them individually to the IP program layer.
Although each packet has the same destination IP address, it may get routed differently through the
network. At the other end (the client program in your computer), TCP reassembles the individual
packets and waits until they have arrived to forward them to you as a single file. TCP is known as a
connection-oriented protocol, which means that a connection is established and maintained until
such time as the message or messages to be exchanged by the application programs at each end
have been exchanged. TCP is responsible for ensuring that a message is divided into the packets
that IP manages and for reassembling the packets back into the complete message at the other end.
In the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) communication model, TCP is in layer 4, the Transport
Layer.
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Transport Layer Security (TLS)
A protocol that ensures privacy between communicating applications and their users on the Internet.
When a server and client communicate, TLS ensures that no third party may eavesdrop or tamper
with any message. TLS is the successor to the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL).
TXD
Transmit eXchange Data.
Transport Layer Security (TLS)
A protocol that ensures privacy between communicating applications and their users on the Internet.
When a server and client communicate, TLS ensures that no third party may eavesdrop or tamper
with any message. TLS is the successor to the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL).
TXD
Transmit eXchange Data.
UDP
See User Datagram Protocol.
User Datagram Protocol (UDP)
A communications protocol that offers a limited amount of service when messages are exchanged
between computers in a network that uses the Internet Protocol (IP). UDP is an alternative to the
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and, together with IP, is sometimes referred to as UDP/IP. Like
the Transmission Control Protocol, UDP uses the Internet Protocol to actually get a data unit (called
a datagram) from one computer to another. Unlike TCP, however, UDP does not provide the service
of dividing a message into packets (datagrams) and reassembling it at the other end. Specifically,
UDP does not provide sequencing of the packets in which the data arrives, nor does it guarantee
delivery of data. This means that the application program that uses UDP must be able to make sure
that the entire message has arrived and is in the right order. Network applications that want to save
processing time because they have very small data units to exchange (and therefore very little
message reassembling to do) may prefer UDP to TCP. The Trivial File Transfer Protocol (TFTP) uses
UDP instead of TCP. UDP provides two services not provided by the IP layer. It provides port numbers
to help distinguish different user requests and, optionally, a checksum capability to verify that the
data arrived intact.
In the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) communication model, UDP, like TCP, is in layer 4, the
Transport Layer.
WEP
See Wired Equivalent Privacy.
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Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP)
A data encryption method used to protect the transmission between 802.11 wireless clients and
APs. See also Temporal Key Integrity Protocol (TKIP).
Wi-Fi Protected Access (WPA)
A data encryption method for 802.11 wireless LANs. WPA uses the Temporal Key Integrity Protocol
(TKIP).
WPA
See Wi-Fi Protected Access.
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Appendix B: Beacon Monitoring Receiver
Beacon Monitoring mode allows for the output of raw Beacon data instead of GPS data. There is no
customer interaction needed to enable Beacon Monitoring mode as this is done by Raven’s factory
process. Beacon monitoring mode outputs raw Beacon data through the main serial line (Port A), or
through the Ethernet connection.
The following
1)
2)
3)
4)

items are enabled in Beacon Monitoring mode:
Raw Beacon data is output through Port A, or through Ethernet connection.
GPS data is disabled.
Antenna signal strength is offset by 60dB.
Magnavox Protocol commands are enabled.
a.
Frequency Select
b.
Bitrate Select
c.
Request Configuration (C1)
d.
Request Status (C5)
e.
Channel 2 Request Configuration (C6)
f.
Channel 2 Request Status (C7)
g.
Receiver Self-Test Request (C8)
h.
Request Sferics Reading (C9)
NOTE: See Appendix D for more information on Magnavox Commands.

Beacon Monitoring mode may be verified by sending the Starlink protocol command “PSLIQ,RID”
which may be found in Appendix C. Option codes 11 and 12 should be turned on in order to be in
monitoring mode.
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Appendix C:

Starlink Invicta 210
Serial Protocol Definition Document.

December 26, 2001
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Background
The 210 receiver provides 10 channels of GPS satellite and two channels of MSK radiobeacon
reception. In addition to the two internal DGPS correction channels the 210 can accept an external
RTCM SC104 Version 2.20 correction source. This receiver is targeted at the ground based
agricultural market, specifically yield monitors.
This document is intended to provide a concise description of the message protocols available
with the 210 receiver.

General Message Definition:
Starlink Invicta receivers will provide both standard GPS messages and proprietary messages as
defined in the NMEA 0183 Version 2.20 specification. Some serial interface messages may also
be implemented in additional protocols that may not be directly compatible with the NMEA
specifications.

Starlink Proprietary Message Description:
The message format complies with the current NMEA specification (Version 2.20). All NMEA

messages start with a dollar sign ($) followed by an identifier. The NMEA specification currently
defines the exact format of many different message types, which are intended for use by
navigational equipment. The specification also allows for proprietary messages, which are defined
by an equipment manufacturer.
Starlink proprietary messages are identified using ‘SLI’ as the required three-character manufacturer
specific message ID. An additional letter will also be appended to identify the intent of the message
as shown below.
$PSLIS,msg_id,….. Setup messages to the equipment
$PSLIQ,msg_id,….. Query messages to the equipment
$PSLIR,msg_id,….. Response messages from the equipment
Again, the “SLI” identifies the messages as to or from Starlink equipment. The “S”, “Q”, and “R”
suffixes further identify the intent or source of the message.
The msg_id field contains a string to identify the actual message content.

Setup Messages
Setup messages are used to configure Starlink equipment. For example, to enable continuous
output of a standard NMEA “GGA” sentence from a Starlink GPS receiver the following message
is sent.
$PSLIS,NME,GGA,A,1.0 (Responses to port A, 1.0 seconds between responses)
Or to enable the continuous output of a Starlink proprietary B1S message:
$PSLIS,SLI,B1S,B,30.0 (Responses to port B, 30 seconds between responses)
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Query Messages
Query messages are used by a controlling device to request a single message output. For
example the following messages might be sent.
$PSLIQ,NME,GGA,A
(request NMEA-183 GGA response on serial port A)
$PSLIQ,DIF,B
(request Starlink DIF response on Serial port B)
Note that query messages requesting a standard NMEA-183 response are formatted
“$PSLIQ,NME,<message identifier>”. Query messages requesting a Starlink proprietary
response are formatted “$PSLIQ,<message identifier>”.

Response Messages
Response messages are output by Starlink equipment. Starlink equipment may output standard
NMEA message types, but when specially formatted response messages are required they
will have the following form:
$PSLIR,msg_id

Message Acknowledge and Not-Acknowledge definitions:
Most messages sent to the 210 will result in a response acknowledging the receipt of the message.
Two messages are defined specifically for acknowledging the receipt of serial data, the Acknowledge
and the Not-Acknowledge message responses.
The Acknowledge message will be sent when a valid message is received which would otherwise
have no response.
The Not-Acknowledge message will be sent when a message addressed to the 210 has been
received but the content is invalid.
Message acknowledges are not reasonable for some types of messages such as baud rate
commands. Definitions included in this document will describe the response for each message
type.

Message Acknowledge Response:
The 210 will output an acknowledge when a valid message has been received, unless the
message would normally generate some type of response. The message acknowledge
response will allow connected equipment to verify communications.
Format:
$PSLIR,ACK

Message Not Acknowledged Response:
The 210 will output a not-acknowledged message when a properly formatted message,
containing invalid parameters, is received. In other words, If the received message header
indicates that the message is for this device, but the content is invalid, this device will output a
message not-acknowledged response.
Format:
$PSLIR,NAK
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Serial Interface Description:
The 210 has two bi-directional RS232 serial interfaces available on a single external DB9 female
connector. Each port is referred to using a single letter in uppercase, ‘A’ or ‘B’. Future versions of
Starlink Invicta products may have additional ports whose names will continue along the alphabet,
(‘C’, ‘D’, etc…).
When the letter name of an interface port is used, both transmit and receive signal lines are
referenced. When only one signal line should be referenced the letter name will be proceeded by
either TXD or RXD. For example, TXDA refers to the serial port ‘A’ output signal, and RXDB would
refer to the port ‘B’ input.
Invicta 210 DB9 Signal Name
Female
Connector
(PC-DCD)
1 PPS/Radar Out
(PC-RXD)
TXDA, Serial Port A Output
(PC-TXD)
RXDA, Serial Port A Input
(PC-DTR)
RXDB, Serial Port B Input
(PC-GND)
Ground, Signal Return
(PC-DSR)
TXDB, Serial Port B Output
(PC-RTS)
No Connect
Receiver Power (PC-CTS)
(PC-RI)
Ground, Signal Return

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

The 210 has a single DB9 interface connector. This connector mirrors the IBM PC AT style serial
interface connector. Port A of the 210 is connected using the signal lines reserved for PC
communications. Port B uses signal lines originally used for handshaking.
Many different kinds of devices could be interfaced with the 210, the descriptions of which would
be beyond this document. Interfaced devices will be separated into the following categories:
Controlling Device

Devices which control the operation of the 210 via a serial interface.

Receiving Device

Devices which only receive data from the 210.

External Data Source Devices which provide data for use by the 210 only.
Slave Device Devices which are controlled by the 210.

DGPS Data Sources
Two sources of differential corrections are available with the 210: data from the internal MSK
radiobeacon receiver, or from the external RTCM SC104 input. The 210 will generate position
solutions using only one of these correction sources. Future versions of Starlink Invicta receiver
firmware may allow for more correction data sources and multiple position solutions using these
sources.

To identify each of the possible correction sources, Starlink Invicta receivers use a two-letter identifier.
The internal MSK radiobeacon channels are referred to as ‘B1’ and ‘B2’ for channel 1 and 2
respectively. The external RTCM data source is referred to as ‘E1’.
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These channel names will be expanded in future firmware versions therefore the following names
are reserved:
B1, B2, B3, B4, B5, B6, B7, B8, B9 Reserved for MSK channels
E1, E2, E3, E4, E5, E6, E7, E8, E9 Reserved for external RTCM channels
W1
Reserved for the FAA WAS system
Commands and parameters for use with the various correction channels are referred to using the
two-letter name followed by a single character identifier. For example, the mode command for the
internal MSK radiobeacon channel 1 will be identified by the three-letter name, ‘B1M’. A list of
currently defined identifiers follows:
M
Mode command or description
F
Frequency
B
MSK bit rate
S
Status
C
Crypto key value
For the purposes of determining the reception quality of any correction data source the 210 will
calculate the Parity Pass Ratio (PPR). This value will be expressed in percent with 100% meaning
that no parity errors are occurring in the RTCM data stream.

NMEA 0183 Compliance
The 210 generates most NMEA 0183 version 2.20 messages that are applicable to an external
DGPS sensor unit. These messages are listed below.
ALM
DTM
GGA
GLL
GRS
GSA
GST
GSV
MSK
MSS
RMC
VTG
ZDA

GPS Almanac Data
Datum Reference
Global Positioning System Fix Data
Geographic Position
GPS Range Residuals
GPS DOP and Active Satellites
GPS Pseudorange Noise Statistics
GPS Satellites in View
MSK Receiver Interface
MSK Receiver Signal Status
Recommended Minimum Specific GPS/Transit Data
Course Over Ground and Ground Speed
Time and Date

The NMEA 0183 version 2.20 specification includes several other messages which are applicable
to a (D)GPS device which are not output by the 210. These messages require RAIM or that the
receiver calculate waypoint or route navigation parameters. The intended application of the 210
receiver will not require these messages and no method of providing the necessary waypoint or
route information is defined.
Future versions of Starlink Invicta receivers may add additional message definitions including both
NMEA 0183 version 2.20 and/or Starlink proprietary messages. The content of this document
should serve as a subset of any future revisions. Every attempt should be made to provide
upward compatibility with the protocols defined here.
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NMEA 0183 Standard Message Queries
In addition to the Starlink proprietary query sentences, standard query sentences for NMEA183 messages are supported. (See section 5.3.2. of NMEA-183 standard.) Response(s) will
be on the same serial port on which the standard query sentence is received. Standard query
sentences that are supported are ALM, DTM, GGA, GLL, GRS, GSA, GST, GSV, MSK, MSS,
RMC, VTG and ZDA.

RTCM-104 Beacon Receiver Output
Beacon output from beacon channel #1 comes out serial port B if no NMEA messages are enabled
on port B.

Response Message Timing, Ordering, and Association
Timing
Response messages that refer to a particular navigation state are generated at a 1Hz or 10Hz
rate. The time stamp of a NMEA response message will be within ±50 milliseconds of the true
value. If messages are being generated at the 1Hz rate, the navigation time stamp will be
within ±50 milliseconds of the UTC second rollover. For example, a time stamp which appears
as 235251 can be treated as if it were exact to the tenths of a second, that is, 235351.0.
Query messages are received asynchronously but the corresponding responses are
synchronous. For example, a query message, which is received at 235251.2, will receive a
response a fraction of a second later, when navigation solution 235252.0 becomes available.
The latency of the first output message from a navigation solution is typically less than 250
milliseconds, not including the time required to send the serial data. Subsequent output
messages have an increased latency due to the time required to transmit the serial data of the
preceding messages.
It is possible to enable so many messages at a high enough rate that the serial output buffer
begins to back up. In this event, the Starlink Invicta will skip entire response groups rather than
increase buffer latency or omit individual messages. That is, all the desired responses will be
generated, but at a lower rate. Some response messages are associated with a particular
navigation solution by means of a time field. Thus, if two response messages contain the
same time, they refer to the same navigation solution. For example, the GRS response message
gives measurement residuals for the GGA fix that has the same time stamp.
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Ordering
Not all messages have a time stamp. (For example, the VTG response message has no time
stamp.) To make it possible to meaningfully and consistently associate such messages, the
Starlink Invicta provides a specific response message output order. Assuming that all available
messages were enabled for output at the same rate the following order would be maintained.
SOL
ZDA
RMC
GGA
GLL
VTG
DTM
GSA
GRS
GST
SDA
GSV
MSK
MSS
B1S
B2S
E1S
E2S
DIF
WRN
RTC
ASW
DMD
REF

Starlink Position Solution
NMEA Time and Date
NMEA Recommended Minimum Specific GPS/Transit Data
NMEA Global Positioning System Fix Data
NMEA Geographic Position
NMEA Course Over Ground and Ground Speed
NMEA Datum Reference
NMEA GPS DOP and Active Satellites
NMEA GPS Range Residuals
NMEA GPS Pseudorange Noise Statistics
Starlink Satellite Age of Data
NMEA GPS Satellites in View
NMEA MSK Receiver Interface
NMEA MSK Receiver Signal Status
Starlink MSK Channel 1 Status
Starlink MSK Channel 2 Status
Starlink External RTCM Channel 1 Status
Starlink External RTCM Channel 2 Status
Starlink DGPS Status Information
Starlink Receiver Warning Message
Starlink RTCM Message Data
Starlink A/D Converter and DIP Switches
Starlink Reference Station Control
Starlink Reference Station Position
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Magnavox 021 Response, Position – Height – Velocity
Query Formats:
$PSLIQ,021

Respond to port on which query was received.

Setup for continuous output:
$PSLIS,SLI,021,,<repinterval>/ON/OFF
$PSLIS,SLI,021,A,<repinterval>/ON/OFF
$PSLIS,SLI,021,B,<repinterval>/ON/OFF
Example:
$PMVXG,021,164982.00,3019.3988,N,09741.8722,W,00212.4,-27.2,0000.0,0000.0,05*XX

Header

Header
Field
$PMVXG

Field
Description
Description
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Format
Format

UTC Measurement Time
WGS-84 Latitude
North/South indicator
WGS-84 Longitude
East/West indicator
Altitude (MSL)
Geoidal Height
Velocity East
Velocity North
Navigation Mode Navigating:
1 = position from remote device
2 = 2D
3 = 3D
4 = 2D differential
5 = 3D differential
6 = static
8 = position known - Navigator
9 = position known - Reference Station
10 = 2D P-DGPS
11 = 3D P-DGPS
Not Navigating:
51 = too few satellites
52 = DOP's too large
53 = position STD too large
54 = Velocity STD too large
55 = too many iterations for velocity
56 = too many iterations for position
57 = 3 sat startup failed
58 = commanded abort
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hhmmss.ss
ddmm.mmmm
N' or 'S'
dddmm.mmmm
E' or 'W'
xxxxx.x
xxx.x
xxxx.x
xxxx.x
xx

Magnavox 830 Response, Time Recovery Results
Query Formats:
$PSLIQ,830

Respond to port on which query was received.

Setup for continuous output:
$PSLIS,SLI,830,,<repinterval>/ON/OFF
$PSLIS,SLI,830,A,<repinterval>/ON/OFF
$PSLIS,SLI,830,B,<repinterval>/ON/OFF
Example:
$PMVXG,830,F,1995,03,11,18:45:47,U,D,000436,-0029,000000,00*XX

Header Header
Field
$PMVXG

Field
Description
Description
1

2
3
4
5
6

7

8
9
10
11

Format
Format

Time Mark Valid
T = Valid
F = Not Valid
Year
Month
Day
Time
Time Synchronization
U = UTC
G = GPS
Operating Mode
D = Dynamic
S = Static
K = Known Position
Oscillator Offset - the filter's estimate of the
oscillator frequencyy error
Time Mark Error - the computed error of the
last pulse output
User Time Bias - operator specified bias
Leap Second Flag - indicates that a leap
second will occur. This value is usually zero,
except during the week prior to the leap
second occurrence, when this value will be
set to +/-1. A value of +1 indicates that
GPS time will be 1 second further ahead of
UTC time.
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T' or 'F'

xxxx
xx
xx
hh:mm:ss
U' or 'G'

D', 'S', or 'K'

xxxxxx
xxxxx
xxxxxx
-1, 0, or 1

NMEA ALM, GPS Almanac Data
Query Formats:
$xxGPQ,ALM Respond to port on which query was received.
$PSLIQ,NME,ALM
Respond to port on which query was received.
$PSLIQ,NME,ALM,A Respond to port A
$PSLIQ,NME,ALM,B Respond to port B
Setup for continuous output:
None.
Example:
$GPALM,xx,xx,xx,xxxx,hh,hhhh,hh,hhhh,hhhh,hhhhh,hhhhhh,hhhhhh,hhhhhh,hhh,
hhh*hh<CR><LF>

Header Header
Field
$GPALM

Field
Description
Description
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

FormatFormat

Total number of messages (01-32)
Message number (01-32)
Satellite PRN number, 01 to 32
GPS week number
SV health, bits 17-24 of each almanac page
e, eccentricity
toa almanac reference time
(sigma)i, inclination angle
OMEGADOT, rate of right ascension
root (A), root of semi-major axis
OMEGA, argument of perigee
(OMEGA)o, longitude of ascension node
Mo, mean anomaly
a(fO), clock parameter
a(f1) clock parameter
Checksum

xx
xx
xx
xxxx
hh
hhhh
hh
hhhh
hhhh
hhhhhh
hhhhhh
hhhhhh
hhhhhh
hhh
hhh
*hh<CR><LF>

Note that the orbital parameters in the almanac are in hexadecimal, except for the GPS week
number. Up to 32 response messages may be generated by a single query. These messages
may be interleaved with other output messages in order to keep the latency of other messages
as low as possible.
“$GPALM,0*hh” will be sent if there are no almanacs.
For scaling factors and units of GPS almanac parameters, refer to ICD-GPS-200 (revision B).
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NMEA DTM, Datum Reference
Query Formats:
$xxGPQ,DTM Respond to port on which query was received.
$PSLIQ,NME,DTM Respond to port on which query was received.
$PSLIQ,NME,DTM,A Respond to port A
$PSLIQ,NME,DTM,B
Respond to port B
Setup for continuous output:
None.
Example:
$GPDTM, ccc,a,x.x,a,x.x,a,x.x,ccc*hh<CR><LF>

Header Header
Field
$GPDTM

Field
Description
Description
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Format
Format

Local datum - always W84 (WGS84)
Local datum subdivision code
Lat offset, minutes, N/S
Lat offset, minutes, E/W
Altitude offset, meters
Reference datum - always W84 (WGS84)
NMEA Checksum

ccc
a
x.x,a
x.x,a
x.x
ccc
*hh

Always $GPDTM,W84,,,,,,,W84*hh
However, this will be misleading if operating with differential corrections from a reference station
whose position is not set in the WGS-84 datum.
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NMEA GGA, Global Positioning System Fix Data
Query Formats:
$xxGPQ,GGA Respond to port on which query was received.
$PSLIQ,NME,GGA Respond to port on which query was received.
$PSLIQ,NME,GGA,A Respond to port A
$PSLIQ,NME,GGA,B
Respond to port B
Setup for continuous output:
$PSLIS,NME,GGA,,<repinterval>/ON/OFF
$PSLIS,NME,GGA,A,<repinterval>/ON/OFF
$PSLIS,NME,GGA,B,<repinterval>/ON/OFF
Example:
$GPGGA,183805,3722.3622,N,12159.8274,W,2,03,02.8,16.6,M,20.2,M,5,800*XX

Header

Header
Field
$GPGGA

Field

Description
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Description
Time in GMT1
Latitude
Latitude Hemishphere
Longitude
Longitude Hemishphere
Receiver Mode:
0 = fix not available
1 = non differential
2 = differential
Number of satellites used in position fix
HDOP
Altitude
Altitude Units: Always meters
Geoidal Separation
Separation Units: Always meters
Age of differential corrections in seconds
Differential reference station ID
NMEA Checksum

Format

Format
HHMMSS.SS
1111.1111
N' or 'S'
yyyyy.yyyy
E' or 'W'
0', '1' or '2'

xx
xx.x
+/-xxxxx.x
M'
+/-xxxx.x
M'
xxx
xxxx
*hh

The altitude in field 9 is orthometric height (that is, altitude above mean sea level and not WGS-84
ellipsoid height). To recover WGS-84 ellipsoid height, add MSL altitude to the geoidal separation
(field 11).
When the receiver is operating in 2D mode, (calculating Latitude and Longitude only) the altitude
field will contain the most recent valid altitude. If no valid altitude is available, this field will be empty
(NULL).
When no valid position is available, the Latitude and Longitude fields will contain the last valid
position. If no valid position is available, these fields will be empty (NULL). The receiver mode field
will indicate “no valid fix” (0) when position can not be determined. The time field will continue to
update with current time. The remaining fields will contain either the most recently available data,
or will be empty if the data is not available.
Note: if the receiver can not determine position the time value will be derived from an internal clock.
If the receiver operates for a long period of time without generating position solutions then time
may become inaccurate.
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NMEA GLL, Geographic Position
Query Formats:
$xxGPQ,GLL Respond to port on which query was received.
$PSLIQ,NME,GLL
Respond to port on which query was received.
$PSLIQ,NME,GLL,A Respond to port A
$PSLIQ,NME,GLL,B
Respond to port B
Setup for continuous output:
$PSLIS,NME,GLL,,<repinterval>/ON/OFF
$PSLIS,NME,GLL,A<repinterval>/ON/OFF
$PSLIS,NME,GLL,B<repinterval>/ON/OFF
Example:
$GPGLL,llll.llll,a,yyyyy.yyyyy,a,hhmmss.ss,A*hh<CR><LF>
Header

Field

Header
$PGGLL

Description

Field
1
3
2
5
3
4
5

Description
Latitude
Latitude Hemisphere
Longitude
Longitude Hemisphere
UTC of Position Solution
Status: A = Data Valid V = Data not Valid
NMEA Checksum

Format

Format
1111.1111
N' or 'A'
yyyyy.yy
E' or 'W'
hhmmss.ss
A' or 'V'
*hh

When no valid position is available, the Latitude and Longitude fields will contain the last valid
position. If no valid position is available, these fields will be empty (NULL). The receiver mode field
will indicate “Data not valid” (V) when position can not be determined. The time field will continue
to update with current time.
Note: if the receiver can not determine position the time value will be derived from an internal clock.
If the receiver operates for a long period of time without generating position solutions then time
may become inaccurate.
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NMEA GRS, GPS Range Residuals
Query Formats:
$xxGPQ,GRS Respond to port on which query was received.
$PSLIQ,NME,GRS Respond to port on which query was received.
$PSLIQ,NME,GRS,A Respond to port A
$PSLIQ,NME,GRS,B
Respond to port B
Setup for continuous output:
$PSLIS,NME,GRS,,<repinterval>/ON/OFF
$PSLIS,NME,GRS,A<repinterval>/ON/OFF
$PSLIS,NME,GRS,B<repinterval>/ON/OFF
Example:
$GPGRS,hhmmss.ss,x,x.x,x.x,x.x,x.x,x.x,x.x,x.x,x.x,x.x,x.x,x.x,x.x,x.x
Header

Field

Description

Header $GPGRS
Field1 Description
UTC time of the GGA fix associated with
2

3-14

15

this sentence
Mode:
0 = residuals were used to calculate the
position given in the matching GGA line
1 = residuals were recomputed after the GGA
Position was computed
Range residuals in meters for satellites used
in the navigation solution. Order must match
order of PRN numbers in GSA. When GRS
is used GSA and GSV are generally required
(null for unused fields)
NMEA Checksum

Format

Format
hhmmss.ss
x

x.x,x.x,x.x,x.x,x.x
x.x,x.x,x.x,x.x,x.x
x.x,x.x

*hh

See “Response Message Timing, Ordering, and Association” for notes on message ordering and
how to associate one message with another.
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NMEA GSA, GPS DOP and Active Satellites
Query Formats:
$xxGPQ,GSA Respond to port on which query was received.
$PSLIQ,NME,GSA
Respond to port on which query was received.
$PSLIQ,NME,GSA,A Respond to port A
$PSLIQ,NME,GSA,B
Respond to port B
Setup for continuous output:
$PSLIS,NME,GSA,,<repinterval>/ON/OFF
$PSLIS,NME,GSA,A<repinterval>/ON/OFF
$PSLIS,NME,GSA,B<repinterval>/ON/OFF
Example:
$GPGSA,a,x,xx,xx,xx,xx,xx,xx,xx,xx,xx,xx,xx,xx,x.x,x.x,x.x*hh<CR><LF>
Header

Field

Description

Format

Header $GPGSA
Field1 Description
Mode:

2

3-14
15
16
17
18

Format
a

M = Manual, forced to operate in 2D or
3D mode
A - Automatic, allowed to automatically
switch 2D/3D
Mode:
1 = Fix not available
2 = 2D
3 = 3D
PRN numbers of satellites used in solution
(null for unused fields)
PDOP
HDOP
VDOP
NMEA Checksum

x

xx,xx,xx,xx,xx,xx,
xx,xx,xx,xx,xx,xx
x.x
x.x
x.x<CR><LF>
*hh

If Mode=1 (fix is not available), fields 3-17 are omitted.
If Mode=2 (2D), VDOP will be reported as 0.0.
Not every SV which is reported in the GSV message is necessarily active (that is,used in the
navigation solution). Only active satellites are reported by this response (GSA).
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NMEA GST, GPS Pseudorange Noise Statistics
Query Formats:
$xxGPQ,GST Respond to port on which query was received.
$PSLIQ,NME,GST
Respond to port on which query was received.
$PSLIQ,NME,GST,A Respond to port A
$PSLIQ,NME,GST,B
Respond to port B
Setup for continuous output:
$PSLIS,NME,GST,,<repinterval>/ON/OFF
$PSLIS,NME,GST,A<repinterval>/ON/OFF
$PSLIS,NME,GST,B<repinterval>/ON/OFF
Example:
$GPGST,hhmmss.ss,x.x,x.x,x.x,x.x,x.x,x.x,x.x*hh<CR><LF>
Header

Field

Description

Header $GPGST
Field 1 Description
UTC time of the GGA fix associated with
2

3

4

5
6
7
8
9

this sentence
RMS value of the standard deviation of the
range inputs to the navigation process. This
is estimated by calculating the RMS of the
pseudorange residuals after the position
solution.
Semi-major axis of the horizontal projection
of the error ellipse (Standard deviation of the
major axis horizontal postion error, meters)
Semi-minor axis of the horizontal projection
of the error ellipse (Standard deviation of the
minor axis horizontal position error, meters)
Orientation of semi-major axis of error
ellipse (degrees from true north)
Standard deviation of latitude error (meters)
Standard deviation of longitude error (meters)
Standard deviation of altitude error (meters)
NMEA Checksum

Format

Format
hhmmxx.xx
x.x

x.x

x.x

x.x
x.x
x.x
x.x
*hh

If there is no navigation solution, the response will be “$GPGST,,,,,,,,”.
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NMEA GSV, GPS Satellites in View
Query Formats:
$xxGPQ,GSV Respond to port on which query was received.
$PSLIQ,NME,GSV
Respond to port on which query was received.
$PSLIQ,NME,GSV,A Respond to port A
$PSLIQ,NME,GSV,B
Respond to port B
Setup for continuous output:
$PSLIS,NME,GSV,,<repinterval>/ON/OFF
$PSLIS,NME,GSV,A<repinterval>/ON/OFF
$PSLIS,NME,GSV,B<repinterval>/ON/OFF
Example:
$GPGSV,x,x,xx,xx,xx,xxx,xx........,xx,xx,xxx,xx*hh<CR><LF>
Header

Field

Header Field
$GPGSV 1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Description

Description
Total number of messages, 1 to 3
Message number, 1 to 3
Total number of satellites in view
Satellite PRN number
Elevation, degrees, 90 Degree maximum
Azimuth, degree True, 000 to 359
SNR (C/No)00-99 dB, null when not
tracking
8,9,10,11
Data for 2nd SV (may be absent)
12,13,14,15 Data for 3rd SV (may be absent)
16,17,18,19 Data for 4th SV (may be absent)
20
NMEA Checksum

Format

Format

x
x
xx
xx
xx
xxx
xx
xx,xx,xxx,xx
xx,xx,xxx,xx
xx,xx,xxx,xx
*hh

Satellites reported by this message may include satellites in view, which are not being tracked or
which are not being used in the navigation solution. Therefore, the satellite numbers and reporting
order in this message will not correspond to the satellite reporting order of other messages (GSA,
GRS).
Notes:
(1) Satellite information may require the transmission of multiple messages. The first field specifies
the total number of messages, minimum value 1. The second field identifies the order of
this message (message number).
(2) A variable number of “SatelliteID-Elevation-Azimuth-SNR” sets are allowed, up to a maximum
of four sets per message. Null fields are not sent for unused sets when less than 4 sets
are transmitted.
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NMEA MSK, MSK Receiver Interface
Query Formats:
$xxGPQ,MSK Respond to port on which query was received.
$PSLIQ,NME,MSK Respond to port on which query was received.
$PSLIQ,NME,MSK,A Respond to port A
$PSLIQ,NME,MSK,B
Respond to port B
Setup for continuous output:
$PSLIS,NME,MSK,,<repinterval>/ON/OFF
$PSLIS,NME,MSK,A<repinterval>/ON/OFF
$PSLIS,NME,MSK,B<repinterval>/ON/OFF
Example:
$GPMSK,x.x,a,x.x,a,x.x*hh<CR><LF>
This is also a command to tune the first channel of the internal beacon receiver (see NMEA-183
specifications).
$xxMSK,,A - Auto mode
$xxMSK,305.5,M - Manual frequency, automatic bit rate detect
$xxMSK,304,M,200,M - Manual frequency and bit rate select
Unless the $GPMSS interval is specified and non-zero, $GPMSS output will be turned off.
Description
HeaderHeader
FieldField
Description
$GPMSK 1
2
3
4
5*
6

*Note:

Format Format

Beacon Frequency, 283.5-325.0 kHz
Auto/Manual frequency, A/M
Beacon bit rate (25, 50, 100, 200) bits per
second
Auto/Manual bit rate, A/M
Interval for sending $GPMSS (status),
seconds
NMEA Checksum

x.x
a
x.x
a
x.x
*hh

The $GPMSS send interval refers to the send interval of the serial port on which this
response message is transmitted. If $GPMSS is not enabled on that port, this output
field will be null (i.e., a null field preceded by a comma and followed by the checksum).

This sentence refers only to the first of the Invicta’s two beacon channels. Proprietary commands
are provided to control and report status for both beacon channels.
Fields may be null if the beacon receiver is not tuned.
In auto mode, the frequency and bit rate fields report the current tuning of the first beacon channel.
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NMEA MSS, MSK Receiver Signal Status
Query Formats:
$xxGPQ,MSS Respond to port on which query was received.
$PSLIQ,NME,MSS Respond to port on which query was received.
$PSLIQ,NME,MSS,A Respond to port A
$PSLIQ,NME,MSS,B
Respond to port B
Setup for continuous output:
$PSLIS,NME,MSS,,<repinterval>/ON/OFF
$PSLIS,NME,MSS,A<repinterval>/ON/OFF
$PSLIS,NME,MSS,B<repinterval>/ON/OFF
Example:
$GPMSS,x.x,x.x,x.x,x.x*hh<CR><LF>
HeaderHeader
Field
FieldDescription
Description
$GPMSS 1
2
3
4
5

Format
Format

Signal Strength (SS) d/B re: 1 uV/m
Signal-to-Noise ration (SNR), dB
Beacon Frequency, 283.5-325.0 kHz
Beacon bit rate (25, 50, 100, 200) bits per
second
NMEA Checksum

x.x
x.x
x.x
x.x
*hh

Signal status report for the first of the two Invicta channels. Fields may be null if beacon receiver
has not been tuned, e.g. “$GPMSS,,,,*hh”.
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NMEA RMC, Recommended Minimum Specific GPS/Transit Data
Query Formats:
$xxGPQ,RMC
$PSLIQ,NME,RMC
$PSLIQ,NME,RMC,A
$PSLIQ,NME,RMC,B

Respond to port on which query was received.
Respond to port on which query was received.
Respond to port A
Respond to port B

Setup for continuous output:
$PSLIS,NME,RMC,,<repinterval>/ON/OFF
$PSLIS,NME,RMC,A<repinterval>/ON/OFF
$PSLIS,NME,RMC,B<repinterval>/ON/OFF
Example:
$GPRMC,hhmmss.ss,A,1111.11,a,yyyyy.yy,a,x.x,x.x,xxxxxx,x.x,a*hh<CR><LF>
HeaderHeader
FieldFieldDescription
Description
$GPRMC 1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Format
Format

UTC of position fix
Status:
A = Data Valid
V = Navigation receiver warning
Latitude
N/S
Longitude
E/W
Speed over ground, knots
Course over ground, degrees True
Date: ddmmyy
Magnetic variation, degrees
Magnetic variation, E/W
NMEA Checksum

hhmmss.ss
A

11111.11
a
yyyyy.yy
a
x.x
x.x
xxxxxx
x.x
E' or 'W'
*hh

Subtract Easterly magnetic variation from True heading or course to obtain Magnetic heading or course.
Magnetic variation is obtained from the World Magnetic Model-1995 (WMM-95). The Earth’s magnetic
field changes noticeably with time, and WMM-95 is scheduled for replacement in 2000. Unless the
software is updated with a new World Magnetic Model, a warning will be issued beginning in 2000,
but magnetic variation will still be computed until 2020. Magnetic variation will not be computed
within 5 degrees of the North or South pole.
When no valid position is available, the Latitude and Longitude fields will contain the last valid
position. If no valid position is available, these fields will be empty (NULL). The receiver mode field
will indicate “Navigation receiver warning” (V) when position can not be determined. The time field
will continue to update with current time. The remaining fields will contain either the most recently
available data, or will be empty if the data is not available.
Note: if the receiver can not determine position the time value will be derived from an internal clock.
If the receiver operates for a long period of time without generating position solutions then time
may become inaccurate.
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NMEA VTG, Course Over Ground and Ground Speed
Query Formats:
$xxGPQ,VTG
$PSLIQ,NME,VTG
$PSLIQ,NME,VTG,A
$PSLIQ,NME,VTG,B

Respond to port on which query was received.
Respond to port on which query was received.
Respond to port A
Respond to port B

Setup for continuous output:
$PSLIS,NME,VTG,,<repinterval>/ON/OFF
$PSLIS,NME,VTG,A<repinterval>/ON/OFF
$PSLIS,NME,VTG,B<repinterval>/ON/OFF
Example:
$GPVTG,x.x,T,x.x,M,x.x,N,x.x,K*hh<CR><LF>
Header

Field

Description

Header Field
$GPGGA 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Description
Course, degrees True
Indicates True course
Course-degrees Magnetic
Indicates Magnetic course
Speed over ground. (always knots)
Speed units for field 5
Speed over ground. (always km/hr)
Speed units for field 7
NMEA Checksum

Format

Format

x.x
T'
x.x
M'
x.x
N'
x.x
K'
*hh

The magnetic course fields (x.x,M) will be null if the magnetic declination cannot be computed.
This will occur within 5o of the North or South Pole, or when the World Magnetic Model becomes
more than 5 years out of date. Magnetic models should be updated every 5 years (2000, 2005,
etc.).
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NMEA ZDA, Time and Date
Query Formats:
$xxGPQ,ZDA
$PSLIQ,NME,ZDA
$PSLIQ,NME,ZDA,A
$PSLIQ,NME,ZDA,B

Respond to port on which query was received.
Respond to port on which query was received.
Respond to port A
Respond to port B

Setup for continuous output:
$PSLIS,NME,ZDA,,<repinterval>/ON/OFF
$PSLIS,NME,ZDA,A<repinterval>/ON/OFF
$PSLIS,NME,ZDA,B<repinterval>/ON/OFF
Example:
$GPZDA,hhmmss.ss,xx,xx,xxxx,xx,xx*hh<CR><LF>
Header

Field

Header
$GPZDA

Field
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Description

Format

Description
UTC
Day, 01 to 31
Month, 01 to 12
Year
Local zone hours, 00 to +13 hrs
Local zone minutes, 00 to +59
NMEA Checksum

Local zone hours and minutes are always null fields.
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Format
hhmmss.ss
'01'-'31'
'01'-'12'
xxxx
NULL
NULL
*hh

Starlink ASW Response, A/D converter and Dip Switches
Query Formats:
$xxGPQ,ASW
$PSLIQ,ASW
$PSLIQ,ASW,A
$PSLIQ,ASW,B

Respond to port on which query was received.
Respond to port on which query was received.
Respond to port A
Respond to port B

Setup for continuous output:
$PSLIS,SLI,ASW,,<repinterval>/ON/OFF
$PSLIS,SLI,ASW,A<repinterval>/ON/OFF
$PSLIS,SLI,ASW,B<repinterval>/ON/OFF
Usage:
This message contains the current measurements from the internal A/D converter and the
current values read from the configuration dip-switches. The Invicta 210 reads these switches
at power up to determine configuration, however this message will provide the settings at the
time this message was requested.
MSG ID

Field

Description

Format

Value of Dip-switch 1.(S1)
MSG ID ASW
Field 2 Description
3
4
5
6
7

0 to 255
Format

Value of Dip-switch 2.(S2)
Value of A/D channel 1 (External Power)
Value of A/D channel 2 (Beacon Blanks)
Value of A/D channel 3 (Beacon CH0 Signal
Strength)
Value of A/D channel 4 (Beacon CH1 Signal
Strength)
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0 to 255
0 to 255
0 to 255
0 to 255
0 to 255

Starlink B1M Command, MSK Channel 1 Control
Starlink B2M Command, MSK Channel 2 Control
Usage:
The B1M message provides control for MSK receiver channel 1. The B2M message controls
channel 2. These commands are not available as a query message.
Set Command Examples:
$PSLIS,B1M,310.0,200,0
$PSLIS,B1M,AUTO

Response:
Acknowledge or not-acknowledge depending on whether the command was valid.
ID Field
Description
MSG IDMSGField
Description
B1M or
B2M

2

3

MSK Frequency:
AUTO = Automatic frequency select
TEST = Factory test mode
IDLE = No frequency assigned
In Auto mode the remaining parameters are
ignored.
MSK bit rate

4

Crypto key

FormatFormat

0, 253.5 to 325.0, or
TEST'

0, 25, 50, 100, 200,
or omitted
0-255 or omitted

The frequency field specifies the tuning frequency in the range of 283.5 to 325 kHz. A frequency of
‘0’ will select AUTO mode for frequency and MSK bit rate. The frequency can also be specified as
‘TEST’ which places the receiver into a factory test mode. The test mode is intended for factory
testing only.
If only the frequency is specified the MSK bit rate will be set to AUTO mode and the crypto key will
be set to none (0). Automatic bit rate detection results in a net 3dB degradation of sensitivity and
should be avoided when signals may be weak or severely contaminated by impulse noise.
If beacon channel 1 is selected as AUTO, beacon channel 2 will also be selected as AUTO. If
desired, the mode of beacon channel 2 can then be changed by a subsequent $PSLIS,B2M,...
command.
All fields default to auto except the crypto key which defaults to 0 (none). This message overrides
any settings which may exist in the beacon directory.
If a crypto key is specified with FIXED mode tuning, that crypto key will be used to decode the
station’s broadcast, regardless of any crypto key value which may have been stored in the beacon
directory.
In AUTO mode tuning, the crypto keys previously stored in the beacon directory for different
frequencies will be automatically used to decode beacon broadcast.
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Starlink B1S Response, Beacon Receiver Channel 1 Status
Starlink B2S Response, Beacon Receiver Channel 2 Status
Usage:
These messages contain the MSK receiver statuses for beacon channels 1 and 2. Future
firmware version may implement additional channels of internal MSK reception. As channels
are added additional messages will be added, for example B3S would be status data for channel
3.
Query Formats:
$PSLIQ,B1S
$PSLIQ,B1S,A
$PSLIQ,B1S,B

Respond to port on which query was received.
Respond to port A
Respond to port B

Setup for continuous output:
$PSLIS,SLI,B1S,,<repinterval>/ON/OFF
$PSLIS,SLI,B1S,A<repinterval>/ON/OFF
$PSLIS,SLI,B1S,B<repinterval>/ON/OFF
Example:
$PSLIR,B1S,304.0,AUSTO,100,AUTO,42.1,14.5,0,12,900,99.9,1234*XX
ID Field
Description
MSG ID MSGField
Description
B1S

2
3

4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Format Format

Frequency in kilohertz
Frequency Mode:
AUTO = Automatic Frequency Select
FIXED = Manual Frequency Select
TEST = Factory Test mode
COMPARE = Test candidate frequency
IDLE = No Frequency Assigned
MSK Bit Rate (0 = not determined)
MSK Bit Rate Mode:
AUTO = Automatic bit rate Select
FIXED = Manual bit rate Select
Signal strength in dBuV,-one second average
Signal to noise ratio in dB
Crypto key, 0 for none
Impulse noise value (percent blanking), ten
second average
Reference station ID, 0 = Unknown
Parity pass ratio in percent
Corrections per minute
NMEA Checksum

283.5 to 325.0
AUTO', 'FIXED',
TEST',
COMPARE", or
IDLE'

25, 50, 100 or 200
AUTO' or 'FIXED'

x.x
x.x
xxx
0 to 100
xxxx
0 to 100
0-65535
*hh

If the mode is ‘AUTO’, the output values reflect the current tuning due to the scanning operation.
These will change automatically with time. If the mode is ‘FIXED’, the frequency is that which was
originally specified in a tuning command. If the MSK bit rate was originally specified as ‘0’ (automatic
bit rate detection), it is replaced by the bit rate which has been automatically chosen, or reported
as 0 if no bit rate has yet been chosen.
If the mode is ‘IDLE’ the output string will be “$PSLIR,B1S,,IDLE”.
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Starlink BDR Command, MSK Beacon Directory Control
Usage:
The BDR message provides control for the internal MSK beacon directory.
Set Command Example:
$PSLIS,BDR,STR,310.0,200,0

Response:
Acknowledge or not-acknowledge depended on whether the command was valid.
MSG ID

Field

Description

3
4

STR = Store into directory
CLR = Clear from directory
EXC = Exclude frequency
INC = Include frequency
DAL = Disable all frequencies
EAL = Enable all frequencies
USA = Diable 0.5Hz frequencies
CLA = Clear Beacon Directory
The bit rate and crypto fields are ignored for
the EXC and INC operations. The frequency,
bit rate and crypto fields are ignored for the
CLA, DAL and EAL operations.
Frequency in kilohertz
MSK bit rate

5

Crypto key (0 = no encryption)

MSG IDBDR Field
2

Format

Description
Directory Operation

Format
"STR', 'CLR'

EXC', 'INC'
DAL', 'EAL'
USA', or 'CLA'

283.5 to 325.0
0, 25, 50, 100, or
200
0 to 255, or omitted

When specifying the MSK bit rate, a value of 0 indicates that auto detection is desired.
If the crypto key field is omitted, the field will be treated as if a zero value had been entered.
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Starlink BDR Query, MSK Beacon Directory Request
Usage:
The BDR query message provides a means for retrieving the internal MSK beacon directory.
Query Command Examples:
$PSLIQ,BDR,310.0
$PSLIQ,BDR,305.5,B (Respond to Port B)

Response:
Not-acknowledge if the request is invalid. The requested message if valid.
MSG ID MSGField
Description
ID Field
Description
BDR

2
3

Format Format

Frequency of directory entry in kilohertz
Port name for response (optional)

283.5 to 325.0
A' or 'B;

If the port name for the response is omitted, the response will be to the same port which
received the query.
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Starlink BDR Response, MSK Beacon Directory Data
Usage:
The BDR response contains a single MSK beacon directory entry.
Example:
$PSLIR,BDR,310.0,200,45.2,12.0,99,1000,0,800,1
MSG IDMSG ID
Field
FieldDescription
Description
BDR

2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

FormatFormat

Frequency of directory entry in kilohertz
MSK bit rate

283.5 to 325.0
25, 50, 100, or 200
0 = bit rate not yet
determined
Signal level in dBuV
x.x
x.x
Signal to noise Ratio in dB
Parity Pass Ratio in percent
0-100
Validity count
0-65535
0-255
Crypto key
Reference station ID
0-1023
Frequency enable flag: 1=enabled, 0=disabled 1' or '0'
NMEA Checksum
*hh

It is only sent as a response to a $PSLIQ,BDR... query.
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Starlink CLK Command, Set Epoch Year
Usage:
The CLK Command is used to set the epoch year in the real time clock.
Set Command Example:
$PSLIS,CLK,2001

Response:
Acknowledge or not-acknowledge depended on whether the command was valid.

MSG IDField
Field Description
Description
MSG ID
CLK

2

FormatFormat

Epoch Year

xxxx

Starlink CLK Response, Epoch Year
Usage:
The CLK message contains the current epoch year as reported by the receiver’s real-time
clock.
Query format:
$PSLIQ,CLK
ID Field
Description
MSG IDMSG Field
Description
CLK

2

Format Format

Epoch Year

xxxx
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Starlink CSO Command, Cold Start Override
Usage:
The CSO Command is used to configure the Invicta to skip the cold start routine for special
circumstances requiring rapid satellite reacquisition after long periods with no view of the sky.
Set Command Example:
$PSLIS,CSO,ON

Response:
Acknowledge or not-acknowledge depended on whether the command was valid.

MSG ID
FieldDescription
Description
MSG ID
Field
CSO

2

FormatFormat

Cold Start Override Flag

ON or OFF

Starlink CSO Response, Cold Start Override
Usage:
The CSO message contains the current state of the Cold Start Override Flag.
Query format:
$PSLIQ,CSO
ID Field
Description
MSG ID MSGField
Description
CSO

2

Format Format

Cold Start Override Flag Status
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ON or OFF

Starlink DBG Command, Query, and Response
Usage:
This message contains debugging information used for software and hardware development
at Starlink and should be ignored by user equipment. The content is not defined by this document,
however, the messages will conform to the NMEA specification and will, therefore, not interfere
with properly designed NMEA message decoders.
Example:
$PSLIR,DBG,UNDEFINED
MSG IDMSGField
Description
ID Field
Description
DBG

2+

Format Format

Undefined
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Starlink DIF Command, DGPS Mode Control
Usage:
Set the receiver differential data source, reference station ID, and maximum age of corrections.
Set Command Example:
$PSLIS,DIF,AUTO,0,30

Response:
Acknowledge or not-acknowledge depended on whether the command was valid.
MSG ID

Field

MSG ID
DIF

Description

Field
2

3
4

Format

Description
Differential Mode:
AUTO = Automatic Internal or External
B1 = Use MSK channel 1 only
B2 = Use MSK channel 2 only
E1 = Use External RTCM only
S1 = Use L-Band RTCM only
W1 = Use WAAS RTCM only
OFF = Do not use differential
Reference Station ID: 0 = Any
Maximum age of corrections in seconds

Format
AUTO', 'B1', 'E1',
S1', 'W1', or 'OFF'

xxxx
xxx

Default settings: Auto Internal/External, Any reference station, and 30 seconds maximum age of
correction data.
In AUTO mode, the differential data source is selected every 60 seconds. The selected source is
the one that yielded the greatest number of differential corrections in the previous one-minute
interval. The B2 source (MSK channel 2) is not considered for selection unless it is tuned in the
FIXED mode.
If the Reference Station ID field is omitted, zero will be assumed. A nonzero Reference Station ID
filed will require that the received RTCM-104 broadcast contain the specified Reference Station ID
field, otherwise the differential corrections will not be used.
If the Maximum age of corrections field is omitted, 30 seconds will be assumed.
Any $PSLIS,DIF,… command with a mode except ‘OFF’ will deactivate RTCM Reference Station
mode (see Starlink DMD command).
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Starlink DIF Response, DGPS Status Information
Usage:
This message contains differential status information.
Query Formats:
$PSLIQ,DIF
$PSLIQ,DIF,A
$PSLIQ,DIF,B

Respond to port on which query was received.
Respond to port A
Respond to port B

Setup for continuous output:
$PSLIS,SLI,DIF,,<repinterval>/ON/OFF
$PSLIS,SLI,DIF,A<repinterval>/ON/OFF
$PSLIS,SLI,DIF,B<repinterval>/ON/OFF
Example:
$PSLIR,DIF,AUTO,B1,800,99,20
MSG ID

Field

MSG IDDIF Field2

3

4
5
6
7

Format

Description

Description
Differential Mode:

Format
AUTO', 'B1', 'B2',

AUTO = Automatic Internal or External
B1 = Use MSK channel 1 only
B2 = Use MSK channel 2 only
E1 = Use External RTCM only
S1 = Use L-Band RTCM only
W1 = Use WAAS RTCM only
OFF = Do not use differential
REF = Reference Station Mode
Currently Selected Correction Source:
B1 = MSK Channel 1
B2 = MSK Channel 1
S1 = L-Band
W1 = WAAS
E1 = External RTCM Channel 1
Reference Station ID: 0 = Any
Parity pass ratio in percent
Corrections per minute
NMEA Checksum

E1', 'S1', 'W1',
OFF' or 'REF'

B1', 'B2', 'S1',
W1' or 'E1'

0-1023
0 to 100
0-65535
*hh

If the differential mode is OFF, the response will be “$PSLIR,DIF,OFF”
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Starlink DMD Command, Reference Station Control
Usage:
Sets the receiver into differential reference station mode. The reference station mode, ID,
serial output port, RTCM bit rate, RTCM type 3 message interval, and the RTCM type 16
message interval are specified.
This command is only available if the reference station option is installed.
Set Command Example:
$PSLIS,DMD,REF,215,B,200,10,20

Response:
Acknowledge or not-acknowledge depended on whether the command was valid.
MSG ID

Field

MSG ID
DMD

Description

Field
2

3
4
5
6
7

Description
Reference Station Mode:
REF = RTCM Reference station mode
OFF - Remote Mode
Reference Station ID
RTCM Serial Output Port
RTCM Bit Rate in BPS
RTCM Type 3 output interval in minutes
RTCM Type 16 output interval in minutes

Format

Format
REF', or 'OFF'

xxxx
A' or 'B;
100' or '200'
0 to 60
0 to 60

No output messages should be enabled on the chosen port, as they would be interleaved with the
RTCM-104 output stream.
If the Type 3 or Type 16 output intervals are omitted or zero, the corresponding message type is
not generated.
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Starlink DMD Response, Reference Station Parameters
Query Formats:
$PSLIQ,DMD
$PSLIQ,DMD,A
$PSLIQ,DMD,B

Respond to port on which query was received.
Respond to port A
Respond to port B

Setup for continuous output:
$PSLIS,SLI,DMD,,<repinterval>/ON/OFF
$PSLIS,SLI,DMD,A<repinterval>/ON/OFF
$PSLIS,SLI,DMD,B<repinterval>/ON/OFF

Usage:
This message contains information about the active reference station parameters.
Example:
$PSLIS,DMD,REF,215,B,200,10,20
MSG ID
FieldDescription
Description
MSG ID
Field
DMD

2

3
4
5
6
7

Reference Station Mode:
REF = RTCM Reference station mode
OFF - Remote Mode
Reference Station ID
RTCM Serial Output Port
RTCM Bit Rate in BPS
RTCM Type 3 output interval in minutes
RTCM Type 16 output interval in minutes

FormatFormat
REF', or 'OFF'

xxxx
A' or 'B;
100' or '200'
0 to 60
0 to 60

No output messages should be enabled on the chosen port, as they would be interleaved with the
RTCM-104 output stream.
If the Type 3 or Type 16 output intervals are omitted or zero, the corresponding message type is
not generated.
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Starlink E1S Response, External RTCM Channel 1 Status
Usage:
The E1S message contains external RTCM status.
Query Formats:
$PSLIQ,E1S
$PSLIQ,E1S,A
$PSLIQ,E1S,B

Respond to port on which query was received.
Respond to port A
Respond to port B

Setup for continuous output:
$PSLIS,SLI,E1S,,<repinterval>/ON/OFF
$PSLIS,SLI,E1S,A<repinterval>/ON/OFF
$PSLIS,SLI,E1S,B<repinterval>/ON/OFF
Example:
$PSLIR,E1S,800,99.9
MSG ID
FieldDescription
Description
MSG ID
Field
EIS

2
3
4
5

FormatFormat

Reference station ID, 0 = Unknown
Good bit ratio in percent
Corrections per minute
NMEA Checksum
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xxxx
0 to 100
0-65535
*hh

Starlink ELM Command, Elevation Mask Angle
Usage:
Sets the minimum satellite elevation angle. Satellites below this angle will not be used in the
position solution. This command is not available as a query message.
Set Command Example:
$PSLIS,ELM,5

Response:
Acknowledge or not-acknowledge depended on whether the command was valid.

MSG ID

Field

MSG ID
ELM

Field
2

Description

Format

Description
Elevation Mask angle in degrees
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Format
0-89

Starlink FLT Command, Static Filter Mode
Usage:
Enables or disables filtering for static positioning.
Set Command Example:
$PSLIS,FLT,1

Response:
Acknowledge or not-acknowledge depended on whether the command was valid.
MSG ID

Field

MSG ID
FLT

Description

Field
2

Format

Description
0 = static filter disabled
1 = static filter enabled

Format
0 or 1

Starlink FLT Response, Static Filter Mode
Usage:
The FLT message displays the status of the Static Filter (enabled/disabled).
Query format:
$PSLIQ,FLT
MSG ID Field
Description
FLT Field
2
0 = static filter disabled
MSG ID
Description
1 = static filter enabled

Format
0 or 1
Format
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Starlink HDP Command, Horizontal DOP Mask
Usage:
Sets the minimum Horizontal Dilution of Precision. This command is not available as a query
message.
Default is 4.
Set Command Example:
$PSLIS,HDP,5

Response:
Acknowledge or not-acknowledge depended on whether the command was valid.
MSG ID

Field

MSG ID
HDP

Description

Field
2

Format

Description
HDOP Mask

Format
0-99
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Starlink KEY Command, KeyPad Display Mode
Usage:
Configures the LCD keypad display, allowing the user to disable/enable the keys and turn the
backlight on/off.
Set Command Example:
$PSLIS,KEY,ON – sets both keys and backlight ON
$PSLIS,KEY,OFF – sets both keys and backlight OFF
$PSLIS,KEY,ON,OFF – sets keys ON and backlight OFF

Response:
Acknowledge or not-acknowledge depended on whether the command was valid.
MSG ID

Field

MSG IDHDP Field2

Description

Format

Description
If only one field:

3

Format
ON' or 'OFF'

ON = keys and backlight ON
OFF = keys and backlight OFF
If two fields:
ON = keys ON
OFF = keys OFF
ON = backlight ON
OFF = backlight OFF

ON' or 'OFF'

Starlink KEY Response, KeyPad Display Mode
Query format:
$PSLIQ,KEY

MSG IDMSG ID
Field
FieldDescription
Description
KEY

2
3

0
1
0
1

=
=
=
=

Format
Format
0 or 1

keys OFF
keys ON
backlight OFF
backlight ON

0 or 1
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Starlink LCD Command, Remote LCD Display Mode
Usage:
Configures the receiver’s Port B settings to accommodate a Remote LCD keypad display.
Set Command Example:
$PSLIS,LCD,ON – Configures Port B to Enable Remote LCD display
$PSLIS,LCD,OFF – Restores previous Port B Settings

Response:
Acknowledge or not-acknowledge depended on whether the command was valid.
MSG ID

Field

MSG ID
LCD

Description

Field
2

Description
ON = Remote LCD display Enabled
OFF = Remote LCD display Disabled

Format

Format
ON' or 'OFF'

Starlink LCD Response, Remote LCD Display Mode
Query format:
$PSLIQ,LCD
FieldDescription
Description
MSG IDMSG ID
Field
LCD

2

Format
Format

0 = Remote LCD Disabled
1 = Remote LCD Enabled

0 or 1
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Starlink NME Command, NMEA Message Control
Usage:
Commands the receiver to output a standard NMEA message. Using the set command the
message is configured for continuous output at a specified rate. Using the query command
the message will be output once on the specified port. If the port name is null or omitted, the
response(s) will be directed to the port which received the request.
Set Command Example:
$PSLIS,NME,GGA,A,ON*XX
Query Command Example:
$PSLIQ,NME,GGA,A*XX

Response:
Acknowledge or not-acknowledge depends on whether the command was valid. The query
version of this message will acknowledge by sending the requested message.
MSG ID

MSGNME
ID

Field

Field
2

3

4

Description

Description
Message Type: Continuous output

Format
ccc

Format

GGA
GLL
GRS
GSA
GST
GSV
MSK
MSS
RMC
VTG
ZDA
ALL(1)
Query output only
ALM
DTM
Port Name:
A' or 'B;
If unrecognized or null, the responses will be
to the same port on the $SPLIS,NME,…
command was received
Output Rate: Only applicable for setup commands. xx.x, 'ON', or 'OFF'
0 = OFF
OFF = OFF
ON = 1 second interval
1 = Remote LCD Enabled
1 to 999 = 1 to 999 second interval
0.1, 0.2 or 1.5 - .1 or .2 second interval(2)

Note: All messages on a port may be disabled by $SPSLIS,NME,ALL,x,OFF where x is the port
name (‘A’ or ‘B’).

ALL may be used with an output rate of OFF to disable all continuous output messages to the
specified port.
(2) Only available if appropriate optional firmware features are installed.
(1)
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Starlink NMP Command, NMEA Message Parameters
Usage:
Allows the user to control how many digits of precision are output by NMEA messages for
latitude, longitude, and course over ground. Also allows the user to control output of messages
when there is insufficient data. The user has the option of turning the messages off when
there is insufficient data or allowing the messages to output with null fields or invalid data.
Example:
$PSLIS,NMP,2,0,1*XX

Response:
Acknowledge or not-acknowledge depends on whether the command was valid. The query
version of this message will acknowledge by sending the requested message.

MSG IDMSG ID
FieldFieldDescription
Description
NMP

2

3

4

Format

GeoPrecision:
2-5 to specify number of decimal digits of
precision for latitude and longitude.
Default is 4 digits of precision.
COG Precision:
0-1 to specify number of decimal digits
of precision for course over ground.
Default is 1 digit of precision.
Msg Flag:
0 = Output NMEA messages only when
data is valid. (Default)
1 = Always output NMEA messages.

Format

X

X

X

Note:
When Msg Flag is set to 0, all Starlink proprietary messages will be unaffected and will still be
output. NMEA messages MSK and MSS will also be unaffected.
The following NMEA messages will not be output if there is not a valid position solution:
GGA, GLL, RMC, VTG
The following NMEA messages will not be output if there is no satellite data:
GRS, GSA, GST, GSV
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Starlink PAR Query, Parameter Settings
Usage:
Requests a receiver parameter settings response.
Query Command Examples:
$PSLIQ,PAR - directs response to port on which query was received
$PSLIQ,PAR,A - directs response to serial port A

Response:
Not-acknowledge if the request is invalid, or the requested message if valid.
MSG ID
MSG ID
PAR

Field
Field
NA

Description

Format

Description

Format

There is no provision for continuous output of the $PSLIR,PAR… response message.
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Starlink PAR Response, Parameter Settings
Usage:
This message is output as several NMEA format message lines. All receiver parameter settings
are provided.
Example:
$PSLIR,PAR,MODE,ELM:05,DIF:AUTO,STID:0,AOD:30
$PSLIR,PAR,MODE,B1M:FIXED,B1F:310.0,B1B:200,B1C:0
$PSLIR,PAR,MODE,B2M:AUTO,B2F:0,B2B:0,B2C:0
$PSLIR,PAR,MODE,NMP:4,1,0,PBM:0,RAD:45.000
$PSLIR,PAR,BAUD,BDA:9600,BDB:4800,BDC:38400
$PSLIR,PAR,NMEA,GGA:1.0,GLL:0.0,GRS:0.0,GSA:0.0
$PSLIR,PAR,NMEA,GST:0.0,GSV:0.0,MSK:0.0,MSS:0.0
$PSLIR,PAR,NMEA,RMC:0.0,VTG:1.0,ZDA:0.0
$PSLIR,PAR,SLIA,B1S:0.0,B2S:0.0,E1S:0.0,DIF:0.0
$PSLIR,PAR,SLIA,WRN:0.0,ASW:0.0,DMD:0.0,REF:0.0
$PSLIR,PAR,SLIA,MBN:0.0,PBN:0.0,SNV:0.0,SAL:0.0
$PSLIR,PAR,SLIA,SDA:0.0,SOL:0.0,RTC:0.0,RNX:0.0
$PSLIR,PAR,SLIA,DNX:0.0
$PSLIR,PAR,NMEB,GGA:1.0,GLL:0.0,GRS:0.0,GSA:0.0
$PSLIR,PAR,NMEB,GST:0.0,GSV:0.0,MSK:0.0,MSS:0.0
$PSLIR,PAR,NMEB,RMC:0.0,VTG:1.0,ZDA:0.0
$PSLIR,PAR,SLIB,B1S:0.0,B2S:0.0,E1S:0.0,DIF:0.0
$PSLIR,PAR,SLIB,WRN:0.0,ASW:0.0,DMD:0.0,REF:0.0
$PSLIR,PAR,SLIB,MBN:0.0,PBN:0.0,SNV:0.0,SAL:0.0
$PSLIR,PAR,SLIB,SDA:0.0,SOL:0.0,RTC:0.0,RNX:0.0
$PSLIR,PAR,SLIB,DNX:0.0
$PSLIR,PAR,NMEC,GGA:1.0,GLL:0.0,GRS:0.0,GSA:0.0
$PSLIR,PAR,NMEC,GST:0.0,GSV:0.0,MSK:0.0,MSS:0.0
$PSLIR,PAR,NMEC,RMC:0.0,VTG:1.0,ZDA:0.0
$PSLIR,PAR,SLIC,B1S:0.0,B2S:0.0,E1S:0.0,DIF:0.0
$PSLIR,PAR,SLIC,WRN:0.0,ASW:0.0,DMD:0.0,REF:0.0
$PSLIR,PAR,SLIC,MBN:0.0,PBN:0.0,SNV:0.0,SAL:0.0
$PSLIR,PAR,SLIC,SDA:0.0,SOL:0.0,RTC:0.0,RNX:0.0
$PSLIR,PAR,SLIC,DNX:0.0

This message is only available in response to the query $PSLIQ,PAR.
MSG ID
PAR

MSG ID

Field
2

Field
3+

Description
Format
Data Type Specifier:
MODE', 'NMEA',
MODE = Mode Data Follows
NMEB', 'NMEC',
NMEA = Port A NMEA messages
SLIA', 'SLIB', or
SLIA = Port A SLI messages
SLIC'
NMEB = Port B NMEA messaes
SLIB = Port B SLI messages
Description
Format
NMEC = Port C NMEA messages
SLIC = Port C SLI messages
Variable, depending on data type specifier. See the X
following section on decoding for a complete
description.
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Decoding:
This message contains many different types of data which are used by the receiver. All user
configurable options will be output. In order to facilitate future expansion in firmware updates,
special encoding and decoding are required.
Field 2 of each response line will identify the type of data contained in the remaining fields.
Each data item will occupy a single field and all fields will be separated with comma delimiters.
Each data type may be output on several lines. Each line will specify the data type and each
value will have a corresponding abbreviation followed by a ‘:’ then the actual value. For example,
in a “MODE” line, the abbreviation “ELM” means elevation mask. The number after the “:” is
the value. The elevation mask is 5 degrees in the example shown above.
To decode this message, use the data type as a qualifier, parse each field and match the data
abbreviation before the value is decoded. The order of data items is not guaranteed, neither is
the actual content. As new features are added, the order of items may change, however all of
the items listed here will be available.

MODE Data Items:
Mode data items include GPS and MSK radiobeacon receiver control parameters. The currently
defined items are:
Data Type

Data Type

Description

Description
ELM
Minimum satellite elevation angle in degrees
DIF

STID
AOD
B1M
B1F
B1B
B1C
B2M
B2F
B2B
B2C
NMP

PBM
RAD
BDA, BDB,
BDC

Receiver differential input control
AUTO = Automatic Internal or External
B1 = Use Internal MSK channel 1 only
E1 = Use External RTCM only
S1 = Use L-Band Satellite Corrections
W1 = Use WAAS Corrections
OFF = Do not use differential
Differntial Station ID, 0 = Any
Maximum age of differential corrections
MSK receiver channel 1 mode (IDLE, AUTO, FIXED, TEST)
MSK receiver channel 1 frequency
MSK receiver channel 1 bit rate (0 = automatic or not determined)
MSK receiver channel 1 crypto key (0 = no encoding)
MSK receiver channel 2 mode (IDLE, AUTO, FIXED, TEST)
MSK receiver channel 2 frequency
MSK receiver channel 2 bit rate (0 = automatic or not determined)
MSK receiver channel 2 crypto key (0 = no encoding)
Number of decimal digits or precision for:
Latitude and Longitude (2-5),
Course Over Ground (0-1),
Msg Flag (0-1)
Port B Output Mode: 0 = automatic RTCM when NMEA is shut off
1 = RTCM only, 2 = NMEA only
Radar Output Scaling Factor: number of pulses per statue m.p.h.
Serial Baud Rate for port A, port B, and port C respectively

If the mode is ‘AUTO’, the output values reflect the current tuning due to the scanning operation.
These will change automatically with time. If the mode is ‘FIXED’, the frequency is that which was
originally specified in a tuning command. If the MSK bit rate was originally specified as ‘0’ (automatic
bit rate detection), it is replaced by the bit rate which has been automatically chosen, or reported
as ‘0’ if no bit rate has been chosen.
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NMEA and NMEB Data Items:
NMEA 0183 serial message data items for port A and B. All available message type are included,
the data value specifies the message output interval. (A zero value means the message is not
enabled for continuous output.) The currently defined items are:
Data Type
Description
Data Type
Description
GGA
GPS Fix Data
GLL
Geographic Position
GRS
GPS Range Residuals
GSA
GPS DOP and Active Satellites
GST
GPS Pseudorange Noise Statistics
GSV
GPS Satellites in View
MSK
MSK Receiver Interface
MSS
MSK Receiver Signal Status
RMC
Recommended Minimum Specific GPS/Transit Data
VTG
Course Over Ground and Ground Speed
ZDA
Time and Date

SLIA and SLIB Data Items:
Starlink proprietary serial message data items for port A and B. All available message type are
included, the data value specifies the message output interval. (A zero value means the
message is not enabled for continuous output.) The currently defined items are:
Data Type
Description
Data Type
Description
B1S
Beacon Receiver Channel 1 Status
B2S
Beacon Receiver Channel 2 Status
S1S
L-Band Receiver Status
W1S
WAAS Receiver Status
E1S
External RTCM Channel 1 Status
DIF
DGPS Status Information
WRN
Receiver warning message
ASW
A/D converter and Dip switches
DMD
Referemce Station control
REF
Referemce Station position setup
SDA
Satellite age of data
SOL
Position solution
RTC
RTCM-104 message data received
RNX
GPS Measurement Data in Rinex2 format
DNX
GPS Measurement Data in DNX format
MBN
TBD
PBN
TBD
SNV
TBD
SAL
TBD
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Starlink PBM Command, Port B Output Mode
Usage:
Configures the output mode for Port B.
Default is set to output RTCM data when all NMEA messages are turned off.
Set Command Example:
$PSLIS,PBM,1

Response:
Acknowledge or not-acknowledge depended on whether the command was valid.

MSG ID
MSG ID
PBM

Field

Description

Field
2

Format

Description
0 = output RTCM when all NMEA messages
are turned off
1 = RTCM only
2 = NMEA only

Format
0, 1, or 2

Starlink PBM Response, Port B Output Mode
Usage:
The PBM message contains the Port B Output configuration.
Default is 0.
Query format:
$PSLIQ,PBM
Field Description
Description
MSG MSG
ID IDField
PBM

2

0 = output RTCM when all NMEA messages
are turned off
1 = RTCM only
2 = NMEA only
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Format
0, 1, or 2

Format

Starlink PDP Command, Position DOP Mask
Usage:
Sets the minimum Position Dilution of Precision. This command is not available as a query
message.
Default is 40.
Set Command Example:
$PSLIS,PDP,5

Response:
Acknowledge or not-acknowledge depended on whether the command was valid.

MSG ID
MSG ID
PDP

Field
Field
2

Description

Format

Description
PDOP Mask

Format
0-99
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Starlink PTB Command, Port B Message Forwarding
Usage:
Configures the receiver to output messages on Port A which are input on Port B. Any messages
sent in to Port B are output on Port A.
Note: Messages will not be forwarded if all messages on Port A are turned off.
Set Command Example:
$PSLIS,PTB,ON

Response:
Acknowledge or not-acknowledge depended on whether the command was valid.

MSG ID

Field

MSG ID
PTB

Description

Field
2

Format

Description
ON = Message forwarding on
OFF = Message forwarding off

Format
ON' or 'OFF'

Starlink PTB Response, Port B Message Forwarding
Query format:
$PSLIQ,PTB

MSG ID

Field

MSG ID
PTB

Field
2

Description

Description
0 = Message forwarding OFF
1 = Message forwarding ON
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Format
0 or 1

Format

Starlink RAD Command, Radar Output Scale Factor
Usage:
Sets the Radar Output Scaling Factor. Also sets the minimum speed in MPH at which to begin
radar output, and the length of time to hold the last valid radar output value while navigation
conditions are unfavorable or the current speed is less than the minimum speed specified. In
addition, a Ground Speed Override function has been added, allowing the user to set a speed
(in MPH) below which the radar outputs a frequency corresponding to this cutoff speed. For
example, if the Ground Speed Override is set to 5 MPH, at speeds below 5 MPH (but above the
minimum speed setting) the receiver will output a frequency corresponding to 5 MPH until the
vehicle has reached a speed higher than 5 MPH, at which time, the frequency output will begin
to track the current speed of the receiver. This command also allows for a continuous frequency
to be output on the radar pin for testing purposes.
Default is set to 45Hz per statute mile per hour.
Set Command Example:
$PSLIS,RAD,0,55,1,5,5
$PSLIS,RAD,1,100
$PSLIS,RAD,2

Response:
Acknowledge or not-acknowledge depended on whether the command was valid.

MSG ID

Field

MSG ID
RAD

Field
2

Description

4
5

Description
Mode:
0 = set scale, minspeed, holdtime, GSO
1 = set constant frequency output
2 = OFF
Mode 0:
Radar Output Scaling Factor in Hz
Mode 1:
Constant frequency output in Hz
Minimum speed for radar output cutoff (MPH)
Holdtime for last valid radar output (sec)

6

Ground Speed Override (MPH)

3
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Format

Format
0, 1, or 2

0.00292 999.99999

0 - 99
0 - 1000
-1 = hold
indefinitely
0 - 99

Starlink RAD Response, Radar Output Scale Factor
Usage:
The RAD message contains the Radar Output Scaling Factor in Hz.
Default is 45Hz per statute mile per hour.
Query format:
$PSLIQ,RAD

MSGMSG
ID IDField
Field Description
Description
RAD

2

Format

4
5

Mode:
0 = set scaling factor, minspeed, holdtime
1 = set constant frequency output
2 = OFF
Mode 0:
Radar Output Scaling Factor in Hz
Mode 1:
Constant frequency output in Hz
Minimum speed for radar output cutoff (MPH)
Holdtime for last valid radar output (sec)

6

Ground Speed Override (MPH)

3
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Format
0, 1, or 2

0.00292 999.99999

0 - 99
0 - 1000
-1 = hold
indefinitely
0 - 99

Starlink REF Command, Reference Station Position Setup
Usage:
Specify the coordinates for reference station mode.
Command Example:
$PSLIS,REF,3722.3622,N,12159.8274,W,185

Response:
Not-acknowledge if the request is invalid. Acknowledge if valid.
MSG ID

MSG REF
ID

Field

Field
2
3
4
5
6

Description

Format

Description
Latitude (WGS84)

Format
1111.1111

Latitude Hemisphere
Longitude (WGS84)
Longitude Hemisphere
Ellipsoid Height in meters (WGS84)
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N' or 'S'
yyyyy.yyyy
E' or 'W'

Starlink REF Response, Reference Station Position Setup
Usage:
The REF message contains the coordinates used for reference station mode.
Query formats:
$PSLIQ,REF
$PSLIQ,REF,A
$PSLIQ,REF,B
Setup for continuous output:
$PSLIS,SLI,REF,,<repinterval>/ON/OFF
$PSLIS,SLI,REF,A,<repinterval>/ON/OFF
$PSLIS,SLI,REF,B,<repinterval>/ON/OFF

Response:
Not-acknowledge if the request is invalid. Acknowledge if valid.
Field
Description
MSG MSG
ID IDField
Description
REF

2
3
4
5
6

Latitude (WGS84)
Latitude Hemisphere
Longitude (WGS84)
Longitude Hemisphere
Ellipsoid Height in meters (WGS84)
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Format
1111.1111
N' or 'S'
yyyyy.yyyy
E' or 'W'

Format

Starlink RID Query, Receiver ID
Usage:
Requests a receiver ID response.
Query Command Example:
$PSLIQ,RID

Response:
Not-acknowledge if the request is invalid. The requested message if valid.

MSG ID

MSG ID
RID

Field

Field
NA

Description

Format

Description
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Format

Starlink RID Response, Receiver ID
Generated in response to a device ID query message. The response will be output on the same
interface port that the request was received on.
$PSLIR,RID,model,firmwarea,firmwareb,options,serial_number

Model field:
A text string, 12 characters max, that uniquely identifies the Starlink device. For example a
Starlink DNAV-212I would respond with “DNAV-212I”.

Firmware a and b fields:
A text string, 8 characters max, that identifies the internal firmware used in the device. Two
fields are provided to allow for multiple firmware versions. For example, a unit may have a
version of flash memory loading firmware and a version of operational firmware.

Options field:
A text string, 10 characters max, as an ASCII encoded binary value indicating installed or
enabled options. The string of ones (1) and zeros (0) would indicate based on character
position whether an option was present. One would indicate true. The string builds from right
to left, new options would be added from the left.
A device with three options would respond with a 3-character string. If only the second and
third options were installed the string would be “110”. As new options are added to the device
the string would grow to the left. For example if two new options were added to the device from
above, and these options were not enabled the response string would be “00110”.

Serial number field:
A decimal number encoded into an ASCII string indicating the device serial number. Some
devices will not have serialized firmware, these devices will respond with a “0” for the serial
number field. Maximum length is 20 characters.
A serialized device with a serial number of 1022 would respond with “1022”.
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Starlink RST Command, Receiver Reset
Usage:
Commands the receiver to perform a power up reset. This command is not available as a
query message. The receiver will reset upon reception of the command and no acknowledge
will be sent.
Set Command Example:
$PSLIS,RST,POR

Response:
None if the message if valid, not-acknowledge if the message is invalid.
MSG MSG
ID ID Field
Description
Field
Description
RST

2

Format

Reset Operation:
POR = Simple Power on Reset
CLR = Clear all configuration options to
Factory default.

Format
POR' or 'CLR'

$PSLIS,RST,CLR will clear stored almanacs as well as the configuration options.
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Starlink RTC Response, RTCM Message Data Received
Usage:
This message contains decoded RTCM message data. When enabled at any rate this message
is output for any valid RTCM message type upon reception. Only the currently selected
correction channel will generate these responses.
Example:
$PSLIR,RTC,3,800,1200.0,7,0,41,231958,-2691561.37,-4301271.02,+3851650.89
MSG ID

MSG RTC
ID

Field

Field
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9+

Description

Description
RTCM message type

Format
xx

MSG ID
RTC

Field
9
10
11

Format

Description
Station X ECEF component
Station Y ECEF component
Station Z ECEF component

Format
+/-xxxxxxx.xx
+/-xxxxxxx.xx
+/-xxxxxxx.xx

Type 16 RTCM Data:
MSG ID
Field Description
MSG ID
RTC

Field
9

xxx
xxxx.x
x
x.x
xx.x
hhmmss

Reference station ID
Received Z count
RTCM sequence number
Reference station health
Number of characters after time item
Current time
Fields 9 and above are variable depending on
the RTCM message type.

Type 3 RTCM Data:
MSG ID
Field Description

Format

Format

Description
Text message sent from reference station

Format
a

The message length may exceed the maximum NMEA-183 sentence length of 82 characters.
The query format is $PSLIQ,RTC[,x], where x is ‘A’ or ‘B’. Reply will be the last Type 3 and 16
RTCM-104 data received, if available.
The continuous output command is $PSLIS,SLI,RTC,chan,ON
For each RTCM message received, if the RTC message is enabled for continous output, a matching
RTC message will be output with at least the first 8 fields described above. If decoded message
support is available then the remaining fields will also be supplied.
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Starlink RTS Command, RTCM Message Data to Send
Usage:
This message specifies the content for RTCM messages output by the Starlink Invicta receivers.
This message provides support for RTCM type 16 messages but may be expanded in the
future.
Example:
$PSLIR,RTS,16,Reference Station Text Message

MSG ID
Field
MSG ID
FieldDescription
Description
RTS

2
3

Format

RTCM message type
Text to send in the RTCM type 16 message

Format

16'

The maximum type 16 text length which may be specified is 60 characters.
“$PSLIS,RTS,16”, with no message text, causes no type 16 messages to be sent.
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Starlink S1M Command, L-Band Receiver Control
Usage:
The S1M message provides control for the L-Band receiver. This commands is not available
as a query message.
Set Command Examples:
$PSLIS,S1M,1554.497,2438 – tune using Frequency and symbol rate
$PSLIS,S1M,11 – tune using Station ID

Response:
Acknowledge or not-acknowledge depending on whether the command was valid.
MSG ID

Field

MSG ID
S1M

Field
2
3
4
5

Description

Description
L-Band Frequency (MHz)
Or Station ID (all other fields n/a)
Symbol Rate
Hex Service ID - optional
Hex Init Vector - optional

Format

Format
1525.0 - 1559.0
or 1 - 15
Xxxx
Hhhh
Hhhh

The frequency field specifies the tuning frequency in the range of 1525.0 to 1559.0 MHz. A frequency
of ‘1 - 15’ will automatically select the frequency and symbol rate for the corresponding station ID.
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Starlink S1S Response, L-Band Receiver Status
Usage:
This message contains the L-Band receiver status.
Query Formats:
$PSLIQ,S1S Respond to port on which query was received.
$PSLIQ,S1S,A
Respond to port A
$PSLIQ,S1S,B
Respond to port B
Setup for continuous output:
$PSLIS,SLI,S1S,,<repinterval>/ON/OFF
$PSLIS,SLI,S1S,A<repinterval>/ON/OFF
$PSLIS,SLI,S1S,B<repinterval>/ON/OFF
Example:
$PSLIR,S1S,1554.497,,2438,,,14.5,11,99.9,172*XX
MSG ID
S1S

Field
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Description
Frequency in meahertz
NULL
Symbol Rate
NULL
NULL
Signal to noise ratio in dB
Station ID, 99 = Unknown
Parity pass ratio in percent
Corrections per minute
NMEA Checksum

Format
1525.0 to 1559.0
xxxx

x.x
xx
0 to 100
xxxx
*hh
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Starlink SAV Command, Store Configuration Options
Usage:
Commands the receiver to store the current configuration as power up defaults in internal
memory. If the command is valid, the message will be acknowledged whether or not the
memory store is successful. If a memory write error occurs, the receiver will output a memory
fail warning message.
This command is not available as a query message.
Set Command Example:
$PSLIS,SAV*XX

Response:
Acknowledge or not-acknowledge depended on whether the command was valid.
MSG ID
MSG ID
SAV

Field
Field
NA

Description

Format

Description

Format

The current beacon tuning mode and parameters will also be saved.
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Starlink SDA Response, Satellite Age of Data
Usage:
Contains age of differential correction data (in seconds) for each of the satellites used in the
current position solution.
Example:
$PSLIR,SDA,7,5,5,6,6,8,8,,,,,,
Query formats:
$PSLIQ,SDA
$PSLIQ,SDA,A
$PSLIQ,SDA,B
Setup for continuous output:
$PSLIS,SLI,SDA,,<repinterval>/ON/OFF
$PSLIS,SLI,SDA,A,<repinterval>/ON/OFF
$PSLIS,SLI,SDA,B,<repinterval>/ON/OFF
MSG ID

Field

MSG ID
SDA

Description

Field
2
3-14

Format

Description
Average Age of Data
Age of correction data for each satellite used
in the navigation solution. Order matches
order of PRN numbers in GSA. When SDA
is used GSA is generally required (null for
unused fields)

Format
0-30
0-30

If no differential corrections are used, the response will be “$PSLIR,SDA,,,,,,,,,,,,,”
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Starlink SLI Command, Proprietary Message Control
Usage:
Commands the receiver to output a Starlink proprietary message. Using the set command the
message is configured for output continuously at a specified rate. Using the query command
the message will be output once on the specified port. If the port name is null or omitted, the
response(s) will be directed to the port which received the request.
Set Command Example:
$PSLIS,SLI,B1S,A,ON
Query Command Example:
$PSLIQ,SLI,B1S,A

Response:
Acknowledge or not-acknowledge depending on whether the command was valid. The query
version of this message will acknowledge by sending the requested message.
MSG ID

Field

MSG ID
MSG

Description

Field
2

3
4

Format

Description
Message Type: Continuous Output
ASW
B1S
B2S
RTC
SDA
SOL
E1S
E2S
WRN ALL(1)
DIF
Port Name:
Output Rate: Only applicable for setup commands.
0
= OFF
OFF
= OFF
ON
= 1 second interval
1 to 999
= 1 to 999 second interval
0.1, 0.2 or 0.5
= .1 or .2 second interval(2)

Format

ccc

A' or 'B;
dd.d, 'ON', or 'OFF'

All may be used with an output rate of OFF to disable all continuous output messages on the
specified port.
(2) Only available if appropriate optional firmware features are installed.
(1)
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Starlink SOL Response, Position Solution
Usage:
Contains a consolidated GPS position solution. This message may expand in future Invicta
firmware versions using the solution type field. Currently a basic position is supported.
Example:
$PSLIR,SOL,BASIC,7,102342,+32.456352,-097.458473,+185.23,123.2,20.1,4.2,1.9
MSG ID

Field

MSG ID
SOL

Description

Field
2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Format

Description
Solution Type
Solution Mode Flags: Four binary bits
encoded into a decimal value.
Bit 0 (LSM)
1 = Navigating, 0 = No-Nav
Bit 1
1 = 3D, 0 = 2D mode
Bit 2
1 = Differential, 0 = Non-Dif
Bit 3
1 = Reference Station Mode
Time: HHMMSS
Latitude in degrees (WGS84)
Longitude in degrees (WGS84)
Ellipsoid height in meters (WGS84)
Course over ground in degrees (TRUE)
Speed in Knots
GDOP
HDOP

Format
BASIC'
0-15

hhmmss
1111.1111
yyyyy.yyyy
+/-xxxxx.x
DDD.D
xxxx.x
xx.x
xx.x

When the receiver is operating in 2D mode, (calculating Latitude and Longitude only) the altitude
field will contain the most recent valid altitude. If no valid altitude is available, this field will be empty
(NULL).
When no valid position is available, the Latitude and Longitude fields will contain the last valid
position. If no valid position is available, these fields will be empty (NULL). The receiver mode field
will indicate “No Nav” (0) when position can not be determined. The time field will continue to
update with current time. The remaining fields will contain either the most recently available data,
or will be empty if the data is not available.
Note: if the receiver can not determine position the time value will be derived from an internal clock.
If the receiver operates for a long period of time without generating position solutions then time
may become inaccurate.
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Starlink SPD Command, Serial Baud Rate Control
Usage:
Commands the receiver to use the given baud rate on the specified serial interface. This
command is not available as a query message. The receiver will switch to the new baud rate
upon reception of the command and no acknowledge will be sent.
Set Command Example:
$PSLIS,SPD,A,9600

Response:
None if the message if valid, not-acknowledge if the message is invalid.
MSG ID
MSG ID
SPD

Field
Field
2
3

Description

Format

Description
Port Name
New Baud Rate:
300
600
1200
2400
4800 9600
19200 38400

Format
A' or 'B'
xxxxx
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Starlink TAG Command, Time Tag Forwarded Messages
Usage:
Adds a time tag to messages forwarded from Port B to Port A. Any messages sent in to Port
B are output on Port A with a time tag appended to the beginning of the string.
Set Command Example:
$PSLIS,TAG,ON

Response:
Acknowledge or not-acknowledge depended on whether the command was valid.
MSG
Field Description
Description
MSG
ID ID Field
TAG

2

Format Format

ON = time-tagging on
OFF = time-tagging off

ON' or 'OFF'

Starlink TAG Response, Time Tag Forwarded Messages
Query format:
$PSLIQ,TAG
Field
Description
MSGMSG
ID ID Field
Description
TAG

2

Format Format

0 = time-tagging OFF
1 = time-tagging ON

0 or 1

Time-Tagged Message format:
$PSLIR,TAG,063255.497,$GPVTG,…
Field Description
Description
MSGMSG
ID ID Field
TAG

2
3

Format
hhmmss.sss
Variable

Format

Time string to thousandths of a second
NMEA string being tagged
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Starlink VDP Command, Vertical DOP Mask
Usage:
Sets the minimum Vertical Dilution of Precision. This command is not available as a query
message.
Default is 4.
Set Command Example:
$PSLIS,VDP,5

Response:
Acknowledge or not-acknowledge depended on whether the command was valid.

MSG ID
MSG ID
VDP

Field

Description

Format

Field
2

Description
VDOP Mask

0-99

Format
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Starlink W1M Command, WAAS Receiver Control
Usage:
The W1M message provides control for the WAAS receiver. This command is not available as
a query message.
Set Command Examples:
$PSLIS,W1M,122 – Enable WAAS (disable Beacon) and track prn #122
$PSLIS,W1M,OFF – Disable WAAS (enable Beacon receiver)

Response:
Acknowledge or not-acknowledge depending on whether the command was valid.

MSG ID
MSG ID
W1M

Field
Field
2

Description

Format

Description
WAAS Satellite prn # or "OFF"

Format
120-138
or "OFF"
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Starlink W1S Response, WAAS Receiver Status
Usage:
This message contains the WAAS receiver status.
Query Formats:
$PSLIQ,W1S Respond to port on which query was received.
$PSLIQ,W1S,A
Respond to port A
$PSLIQ,W1S,B
Respond to port B
Setup for continuous output:
$PSLIS,SLI,W1S,,<repinterval>/ON/OFF
$PSLIS,SLI,W1S,A<repinterval>/ON/OFF
$PSLIS,SLI,W1S,B<repinterval>/ON/OFF
Example:
$PSLIR,W1S,122,SYNC,13.1,100,108*XX

MSG ID

MSG ID
SPD

Field

Field
2
3
4
5
6

Description

Description
WAAS Satellite prn #
Tracking Status
Signal to Noise Ration (snr)
Parity Pass Ratio (ppr) in percent
Corrections per minute
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Format

Format
120-138
"SYNC" or "SRCH"
xx.x
0 to 100
xxx

Starlink WUP Command, WAAS Ultra Path
Usage:
The WUP message provides control of the WAAS Ultra Path function in a WAAS enabled
Invicta receiver. Ultra Path is not recommended for standard operation.
Query Formats:
$PSLIQ,WUP
$PSLIQ,WUP,A
$PSLIQ,WUP,B

Respond to port on which query was received.
Respond to port A
Respond to port B

Set Command Examples:
$PSLIS,WUP,ON – Enable WAAS Ultra Path
$PSLIS,WUP,OFF – Disable WAAS Ultra Path

Response:
Acknowledge or not-acknowledge depending on whether the command was valid.

MSG ID
MSG ID
WUP

Field
Field
2

Description

Format

Description
WAAS Ultra Path switch

Format
"ON" or "OFF"
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Starlink WRN Response, Receiver Warning Message
Usage:
When a warning condition is detected and this message is enabled, the message is output
once immediately and then continuously at the rate specified when the message was enabled.
Query Formats:
$PSLIQ,WRN Respond to port on which query was received.
$PSLIQ,WRN,A
Respond to port A
$PSLIQ,WRN,B
Respond to port B
Setup for continuous output:
$PSLIS,SLI,WRN,,<repinterval>/ON/OFF
$PSLIS,SLI,WRN,A<repinterval>/ON/OFF
$PSLIS,SLI,WRN,B<repinterval>/ON/OFF
Example:
$PSLIR,WRN,3
MSG MSG
ID ID Field
Field Description
Description
WRN

2

Format

Warning conditions: Interger Code
Bit 0 (LSB): Antenna short or open
Bit 1:
Input power
Bit 2:
Flash memory error
Bit 3:
Nonvolatile RAM error
Bit 4:
Magnetic model out of date

Format
decimal Integer

If this response message is enabled for continuous output at any rate, it will be sent out at the
specified rate, and also whenever a change occurs in any warning status.

(Footnotes)
1

If no message is enabled with an output rate faster than once per second, the time field will have only
a one-second resolution (HHMMSS).
2

ALL may be used with an output rate of OFF to disable all continuous output messages to the
specified port.
3
Only available if appropriate optional firmware features are installed.
4
All may be used with an output rate of OFF to disable all continuous output messages on the specified
port.
5
Only available if appropriate optional firmware features are installed.
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APPENDIX D. MRB-2A RECEIVER CONTROL PROTOCOL
Messages to control the operation of the MRB-2A receiver are accepted on either the MON INPUT
PORT and/or the CONTROL INPUT PORT. Two control protocols are implemented.

NMEA-0183 Format Control Messages
These control messages are formatted in accordance with the widely used NMEA-0183
specification. The serial communication parameters are specified to be 8 bits with no parity,
with a baud rate of 4800 (NMEA-0183 standard) or 9600 (nonstandard). These messages begin
with a $ character, contain identification and parameter fields separated by commas, may contain
an optional checksum (a hexadecimal value following an asterisk), and are terminated with a
carriage return/line feed (CR)(LF) sequence.
NMEA-0183 format control messages recognized by the MRB-2A are buffered until the message
is ready to be processed, at which time they are echoed to the MON port. Messages received on
either the CONTROL INPUT PORT or the MON INPUT PORT are echoed to the MON OUTPUT
PORT.
All alphabetical characters are required to be in upper case and messages should not include
embedded tab characters or spaces.
The optional checksum is enforced if it is specified, otherwise no checksum test is applied.
Normally, hard-wired serial data connections are so reliable that the use of a NMEA-0183 checksum
is not required or recommended.
The basic NMEA-0183 format tuning command is
$PSLIB,frequency(CR)(LF)
Where frequency is a decimal value in kHz that specifies the radiobeacon frequency to be received
and demodulated. The frequency can be specified with as many as three digits following the
decimal point, giving a tuning resolution of 1 Hz. However, the receiver will automatically adjust
the frequency. The effect of this command is to tune channel 1 of the MRB-2A to the specified
frequency and present its demodulated RTCM-SC104 data to the GPS receiver. Channel 2 will
continue to scan the beacon band.
If a frequency of 0 is specified in the basic tuning command, the MRB-2A is commanded back to
its automatic mode:
$PSLIB,0(CR)(LF)
When the bit rate of a broadcast is known as well as its frequency, it is highly advantageous to
specify it in an extended format tuning command as follows:
$PSLIB,frequency,bitrate(CR)(LF)
Where frequency is in the format specified above, and bitrate is one of the values 0, 25, 50, 100,
or 200. (The value of 0 indicates that the bit rate is unknown, in which case it is determined
automatically.) If a correct broadcast bit rate is specified, the MRB-2A uses the additional
information to improve tracking for weak and noisy signals.
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Special MRB-2A receiver functions are requested by extended format NMEA-0183 commands
that include a command parameter. Unless otherwise indicated below, the frequency and bit
rate parameters are ignored. The command parameter is optional and can be one of the following
capital letters.
A
B
C
D
E
F
H
I
J
K
M

N

Q
R
S
T
X

Y
2

Report parsed RTCM-SC104 messages to the monitor port in ASCII.
Do not report parsed RTCM-SC104 messages. (default)
Erase the stored beacon directory and perform a power-on reset.
List the stored beacon directory to the monitor port.
Delete the specified frequency and bitrate entry from the stored beacon directory.
(Test Mode 2) Tune both channels to the specified frequency and bitrate with AFC
disabled.
Causes the MRB-2A to report beacon status for channel 2 via the RTCM port in the
binary protocol. Refer to the binary C7 message description.
Causes the MRB-2A to report beacon configuration for channel 2 via the RTCM port in
the binary protocol. Refer to the binary C6 message description.
Causes the MRB-2A to report beacon status via the RTCM port in the binary protocol.
(Refer to the binary C5 message description.)
Causes the MRB-2A to report beacon configuration via the RTCM port in the binary
protocol. (Refer to the binary C1 message description.)
Add a tentative entry with the specified frequency and bitrate to the stored beacon
directory. (This entry will be deleted after some period of time if the MRB-2A fails to
confirm its validity.)
Marks a frequency as undesirable in AUTO mode (only). the frequency will still be
scanned and can be tuned in fixed mode. Use the ‘E’ command to reset the undesirability
flag. A ‘U’ will appear in the beacon directory next to a channel that has been flagged as
undesirable.
Saves the current channel tuning and mode selection in battery-backed memory. The
next time the system restarts, it will start up in the saved mode.
Perform a power-on reset.
Skip channel 2 to next search frequency.
(Test Mode 1) Tune both channels to the specified frequency and bitrate with AFC
enabled.
Sets an internal flag causing the specified frequency to never be used or scanned
(never scan flag) by the receiver. This command allows the user to optimize receiver
performance when the desired beacon frequencies are known.
Clears the internal never scan flag for the specified frequency.
Causes channel 2 to enter fixed mode on the frequency and bit rate specified. Send
the ‘2’ command with a zero frequency to return channel 2 to AUTO mode.

For example: $PSLIB,304,100,M(CR)(LF)
This command will create a beacon directory entry for 304.000 kHz at 100 bits per second
data rate.
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NOTES:
1)
2)
3)

The ‘F’, ‘S’, and ‘T’ commands are used for testing and are not intended for normal use.
Space characters are not allowed in these messages.
The checksum parameter is optional and is in accordance with the NMEA-0183 specification.
The “J” and “K” commands:
The “J” and “K” NMEA commands allow the GPS receiver to request binary status messages
using a standard NMEA format. Several GPS receiver models have only a NMEA output
port and an RTCM input port. These GPS receivers can control the MRB-2A via a NMEA
port but can not request the receiver status because the status request messages are in
binary format and could interfere with other equipment connected via NMEA. The “J” and
“K” commands solve this interfacing problem.
ADDITIONAL COMMAND EXAMPLES:

$PSLIB,304,100(CR)(LF)
kHz
$PSLIB,0(CR)(LF)
demodulated.
$PSLIB,,,R(CR)(LF)
$PSLIB,284.5,0(CR)(LF)

Demodulate 100 bps data from a DGPS beacon broadcast at 304
Return to automatic mode. The best broadcast available will be
Restart.
Demodulate data from a DGPS beacon broadcast at 284.5 kHz,
with the bit rate to be automatically determined.

Binary control messages
If your differential-ready GPS receiver is compatible with the Magnavox MX-50R radiobeacon
interface protocol, this command protocol can be used to control the MRB-2A receiver. These
binary control messages consist of a function byte followed by parameter bytes as required.
Like NMEA-0183 control messages, binary control messages are accepted on either the MON INPUT
PORT or the CONTROL INPUT PORT. They are not echoed. Any output generated in response to a
binary control message is directed to the RTCM-SC104 OUTPUT PORT, where it is interspersed with
the RTCM-SC104 data bytes. (Since the bytes contain 2-bit type flags, there is no interference with
normal RTCM-SC104 data processing.)
Frequency select
The frequency select command consists of the hexadecimal byte CE followed by a two-byte
frequency selection code. To create this message, divide the desired tuning frequency by 100 Hz,
then encode that number into two bytes. The first byte is hexadecimal C0 plus the six most
significant bits (msb6), and the second byte is C0 plus the six least significant bits (lsb6). The general
format for this command is: CE C0+msb6 C0+lsb6
For example, tune to 304.5 kHz as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

304,500/100 = 3045
3045 in binary = 101111 100101
msb6 lsb6
msb6 = 2F(hex) and lsb6 = 25(hex)
2F(hex) + C0(hex) = EF(hex) and 25(hex) + C0(hex) = E5(hex)
Therefore: CE EF E5 tunes channel 1 to 304.5 kHz
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Commanding a frequency of zero returns the MRB-2A to its automatic mode:
CE C0 C0

Returns MRB-2A to automatic mode

Bit rate select
An explicit bit rate must be specified following frequency selection when the binary control
protocol is used. The hexadecimal bit rate selection codes are as follows:
D4
D5
D6
D7

Select 25 bits per second (bps)
50 bps
100 bps
200 bps

Request configuration (C1)
The hexadecimal control byte C1 requests the MRB-2A to report its current status as a sequence
of bytes on the RTCM-SC104 OUTPUT PORT. This response message can also be triggered
via the NMEA “K” command. The structure of this reply is as follows:
C1
Message identifier
C0+msb6 Current frequency select, 6 MSB’
C0+lsb6
Current frequency select, 6 LSB’s
Dn
Current bit rate select, D4-D7 as defined above
F0
Indicates no EDAC method is in use
F4
Indicates no interleave is in use
Cn Indicates software version n. For Magnavox compatibility, ‘n’ is a fixed value.
Request status (C5)
The hexadecimal control byte C5 requests the MRB-2A to report its current status as a sequence
of bytes on the RTCM-SC104 OUTPUT PORT. This response message can also be triggered
via the NMEA “J” command. The structure of this reply is as follows:
C5
Message identifier
C0+msb6 Encoded signal strength, 6 MSB’s
C0+lsb6
Encoded signal strength, 6 LSB’s
C0+snr
Encoded SNR, 6 bits
The signal strength is a 12-bit value that gives the signal strength in units of dBV, with the
special value 1 indicating that the MRB-2A is not currently decoding RTCM-SC104 DGPS
correction data. The SNR is the estimated signal-to-noise ratio in dB.
Channel 2 Request configuration (C6)
The hexadecimal control byte C6 requests the MRB-2A to report its configuration for channel 2
as a sequence of bytes on the RTCM-SC104 OUTPUT PORT. This response message can
also be triggered via the NMEA “I” command. The structure of this reply is identical to the
normal request configuration message.
Channel 2 Request status (C7)
The hexadecimal control byte C7 requests the MRB-2A to report its current status for channel
2 as a sequence of bytes on the RTCM-SC104 OUTPUT PORT. This response message can
also be triggered via the NMEA “H” command. The structure of this reply is identical to the
normal request status message
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Receiver Self Test Request (C8)
The hexadecimal control byte C8 requests the MRB-2A to report the results of its self test. The
structure of this reply is as follows:
C8
Message identifier
C0+xWhere the 6 bits of x are:
Bit 0 (lsb): set if antenna fault is detected
Bit 1: set if beacon directory invalid
Bits 2-5: reserved
C0+MajorRev
Binary encoding of major revision level of software
C0+MinorRev
Binary encoding of minor revision level of software
Request Sferics Reading (C9 )
The hexadecimal control byte C9 requests the MRB-2A to report the number of blanked impulses
over the last 10 second interval. The structure of this reply is as follows:
C9
Message identifier
C0+wd1
Where wd1 is the most significant 6 bits of the 18 bit value
C0+wd2
Where wd2 is the middle 6 bits of the 18 bit value
C0+wd3
Where wd3 is the lowest 6 bits of the 18 bit value
Request Beacon Directory Entry (CA)
The hexadecimal control byte CA requests the MRB-2A to report the next beacon directory
entry. In order to receive the entire directory, the CA request must be sent once for each entry
(84 times).
CA
Message identifier
C0+w0 C0+w2 … C0+w15 where the w’s are six-bit groups as follows:
w0(msb) : w1(lsb) = nominal frequency, units of 100 Hz
w2(msb) : w3(lsb) = bit rate (0.25.50.100.200)
w4:w5:w6 = good bit rate * 16384
w7:w8 = signal strength in dBuV, rounded to an unsigned integer
w9:w10:w11 = validity count, 0-65535
w12:w13:w14 = flags
0x8000: Freq is undesirable in auto mode
0x4000: Freq not to be scanned at all
w15: current system status (not from beacon directory)
Bit 0 of w15: 1 if CH1 is in a fixed mode
Bit 1 of w15: 1 if CH2 is in a fixed mode

Save Channel Tuning (CB)

The hexadecimal control byte CB requests the MRB-2A to save channel
tuning and mode selections to battery-backed memory so that the system
will start up in the saved mode. This command is ignored if the system
is in one of the test modes.
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Invicta 210 Ethernet – Beacon Receiver
Product Specification
Antenna Specifications
Antenna:
MBA-2 Near Field Beacon Antenna
Effective Height:
.001 meters
Sensitivity:
-12 dB ¼V/m IN A 1Hz BW
Bandpass:
283.5 – 325 kHz ± 2 dB
Gain vs. Azimuth:
OMNI, ± 2 dB
Demodulation:
MSK (Minimum Shift Keying)
Data Decoding:
Parallel matched digital filters
MSK Bit Rates:
25, 50, 100, 200 (automatically selected)
Power:
5-10 VDC, < 60 mA

Receiver Specifications
Receiver:
Invicta 210 Ethernet - Near Field Beacon Receiver
Number of Channels:
12
Acquisition Time:
5 seconds, manual command
15 seconds, automatic warm start
15 minutes, automatic cold start
Signal Detection:
Acquisition via FLL (frequency locked loop), tracking via PLL (phase locked
loop)
Relative Humidity:
95% non-condensing
Operating Temperature: -40º to +70ºC
Power:
11 – 32 VDC < 5 Watts @ 12VDC

Ethernet Specifications
Network Interface

Wired Ethernet Version

Standard

IEEE 802.3

Physical Layer

10/100Mbit Base-T

Transmission Rate

10 Mbps
100 Mbps
Auto-Sensing

Duplex Mode

Full-Duplex
Half-Duplex
Auto-Sensing

Connector Type

RJ-45
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Data Ports
Control Input Port:

RS-232, NMEA-0183, 19200 baud 8N1
Ethernet: Configurable for UDP/IP or TCP/IP
Correction Output Port: RTCM SC 104 6 of 8 format
RS-232, 19200 baud 8N1
Ethernet: Configurable for UDP/IP or TCP/IP
Monitor/Control Port
Bi-directional RS-232, 19200 baud 8N1
Ethernet: Configurable for UDP/IP or TCP/IP

Dimensions and Weight
Receiver: Height:
Width:
Depth:
Weight:
Antenna: Height:
Diameter:
Weight:

2.1 inches
5.7 inches
8.3 inches
< 3 pounds
3.5 inches
4.5 inches
< 1.5 pounds

Cables
Ethernet: 14’ RJ-45 CAT5e
12” RJ-45 CAT5e
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RAVEN INDUSTRIES
Limited Warranty
What Does this Warranty Cover?

This warranty covers all defects in workmanship or materials in your
Raven Applied Technology Product under normal use, maintenance,
and service.

How Long is the Coverage Period?

Raven Applied Technology Products are covered by this warranty for
12 months after the date of purchase. This warranty coverage applies
only to the original owner and is nontransferable.

How Can I Get Service?

Bring the defective part and proof of purchase to your Raven Dealer.
If your Dealer agrees with the warranty claim, the Dealer will send the
part and proof of purchase to their distributor or to Raven Industries
for final approval.

What Will Raven Industries Do?

Upon confirmation of the warranty claim, Raven Industries will, at our
discretion, repair or replace the defective part and pay for return
freight.

What is not Covered by this Warranty?

Raven Industries will not assume any expense or liability for repairs
made outside our facilities without written consent. Raven Industries
is not responsible for damage to any associated equipment or
products and will not be liable for loss of profit or other special
damages. The obligation of this warranty is in lieu of all other
warranties, expressed or implied, and no person or organization is
authorized to assume any liability for Raven Industries.
Damages caused by normal wear and tear, misuse, abuse, neglect,
accident, or improper installation and maintenance are not covered
by this warranty.
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